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OCECUTIVE SUMMARY

>.

The National" Envirrmentaf Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NESDIS) of

the National Oceanic and Atmopheric Administration is developing the National Envir-
(

onrnental Data Referral Service (14ELIRES) in response to a nation al need to improve the

awareness (4 and access to a broadl range of environmental data files. In support of this

developmental effortz a series bf studies hive been conducted that have included (1) a

survey of prospective users that confirmed the need for a daita-sharing capability and the

willingness of Usert to pay a fee for such services (MAXIMA' b) and (2) a review of thd

organizational characteristics of five, existing information service networks, (MAXIMA,

a).. Th,e latter study focused on the lessons that could be learned, both positive and
4

negative, relative to the configuration0ef the network and the means by which partici-

pants might be brought-together in the form ofsa voluntaryconfederation.

The present report builds on the two preNhous studies in the direction off tie evWma-

ton of organizational featlires and the generation of configurational options that might

be most suitable for the NEDRES network.

In addition to 'the ingredients provided by the t----preceeding studies, the present

work includes a review of some selected theoretical concepts from the field Of eco-
.

nomics and of some modelvf organizational arrangements that are kominent in the
.information service area.. Lessons were also drawl from an analysis of an early opera-

tional prototype of the NEDRES sy;stem.

The anaitysis of the reference sysIeNis and the evaluation of the optimal configura-
.

tions were structured by atten, ing to nine functional areas, as follows:,

.. tructure and governance procedures_

o Coimunication patterns and Methods
,

Legal agreements -\
Policies for financial support

o User charges end cost recovery

o Operating procedures

V.

publicity and user education and training

Wow



o Performance measures

Benefits of network participation

Some of the key propositions that cre out of the analysis are:

. .

o The National VAter Data Exaange (NAWDEX) is the most appropriate model
for NEDRES but the model needs augmentation in the areas of network gov.-..

gernance, procedures that will accommodre a wider diversity of user's subject
intereits, and ease of use. , N

o Prospective participants are not averie to undertaking formal obligations to
support such systems and to conform to centrally impoSed procedural guide-

.
lines.

,o Standardization of practices and procedures is valued by participants, particu- \
larly when such standardization is linked to fairness in the sense of equality of
treatment. However, the system should also possess the capability to adapt to
hidividual.needs. (Users tend fto associate' such a capability with'a provision
for one,on-one or face-to-face transactions.)

o Participants will willingly share valuable assets thafthey already.own but are
sensitive to the marginal costs of each transaction; fees must be correlated
with value recei.ved.

. / .

o User training can be costly'and an insidious drain on system capabilities; the
extent of investment should be cortelated to trainee level of involVement to
achieve optimization of the return on such investments. 4

o A detailed plan for the operational configuration lhatyls shared by those Lying)
devAlopmental and managerial responsibilities,is conducive to. the achievemen
of an effective, system even when major deviations from the plan are engen-
dered during the developmental process. -/

1

When these and other lessons were compiled, it wag possible to Aiscern a major

pattern along the general lines of a decektralized vs. a cenIraliied netrork. The config-

urational optiqns were labeled Option A and Optio B whAe A might utilize as many as

160 local service outlets while B wou1I provide direCt services to all users from a single

location..
4

(

In a, direct competition between the two options, the decentralized arrangement

was 'judged to be marginally superior. However, it was also possible to see that an

integrated or hybrid arrangeinent might not only yield Most of the advantages from both

options, but would also support the solution of some residtvl deficiencies inherentith

either option by itself. Specifically, it is recommended th4 the local service outlet
'* 4
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arrangement be pursued with emphasis on the assignmeht of user training and the forma-

tion of local user groups' to such outlet organizationt. Thus, for example, if training

resources are allocated to users with the Most intensive and consistent needs for environ-

ment:al data, -"graduates" would be given Vie option of conducting their own online
. .

searches of the NEDRES file and their own negotiations with 1;olders -of environmental'

data resources.
A.

The crucial features of the hybriclarrangment can be summarized as follows:

a Participant -influence on policies and practices would dome pr imarily via a
constituent assembly of representatives of the local service 'outlet organiza-
tions. An executive committee mechanism could be used to enhance the
efficiency of the advisory funstion. -

o Communication responsibilities would be shared between those responsible for
the overall administration of NEDRES and the local service outlets. For
example, newsletter material of broad interest would be provided by the
central agency; but local variations in style, format, and event coverage would
be encouraged..

o Legal agreements would be made between NEDRES administrators and local
service outlet organizationg,- but the details of mutual commitment between
sucli local service outlets,nd their cOnstituencies of users and data holders
would be a., matter for local determination. Major users and data holders
working .dirvctly with NEDRES administrators, however, would be encouraged

s to" formalize that relationship by a memorandum of undertanding in a mar\ner
similar to that used by NAWDEX.

,

o Financial support would.be shared between NEDRES Central, the local service
outlet organizations and users.

o User charges would be levied on a per7transaction basis. Heavy users working
directly with the NEDRES file would be eligible for discount rates as would the
organizations' holding data that made such data accessable.

i

o Operational support to users for both the search and the physical access Junc-
tions would be available at either the local service outlet or Via a NEDRES
Central office (or both) at the discretion of the user. .

. t
o User training would be delegated to the local service outlet organization. .

o A cost-effectivenessimpact analysis mode of evaluation would be pursued
that 'would include both objective performance and subjective acceptance
criteria.

, .

/ Q Major savings in user ccess costs plus some potential cross fertiliation
among users and between users and data holders should accrue from an

J arrangement that broadly distributes the operational burden.

k.

. 1
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The hybrid concept is one which explicitly recognizes that some users will neett

access to the communal data resources only occasionally, And so will have little incentive

to invest in learning search skills or in negotiating with holders. The local service outleis

wili be a boon to such users. Meanwhile, 'a smaller set of users (who often will be major

holderi of data) will have consistent and extensive needs. Stich uSers 'will benefit by

adopting a lower cost, more independent mode of operation available to them under the

hybrid arrangement.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present report is to assemble several sets of information that

can bear on the advanced.planning of tht National Environmental Data Referral Service

INEDRE.5). The specific objectlye is to delineate the options, available to planners ivith
respect to ihe organizational-features of a voluntary network for the participants in

NEDRES operations. The conceptual framework adopted for the consideration of organi-

zational options is based on nine factors, as follows:

o Structure and governance procedures

o Communications patterns and methods

o Legal agreements

Policies for financial support

o User'charges and cost recovery

o Operatineprocedures

o , Publicity and user education and training

o Performance measures

o Benefit?of participation in the confederation

a

The major source of substantive information to fill-out these categories came from a

prior study (MAXIMA, 1982a) of xcomparable organizations in the data referral service

area. Other sources include reports on newly formed user groups related to online biblio-

graphic--services and the applications of micro-computers. Conceptual material from the

theory of voluntary organitations was also employed.

1.1 Background

. It has been apparent for several years (Murdock, L578), that access to data is a,

significant problem for workers in the fields of, envi onmental science and related tech-

nologies. The problem can be illustrated by a pothetical case wherein a municipality

has engaged an architectural and engineering firm to design a pyrolysis plant for solid

-1-
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,\
waste disposal. The specific design of the plant and its location could hinge on a set of

environmental factors: the geomor'phology of prospective sites, drainttge patterns,

macro- and micro-climatological factors, etc. It is unlikely that the full array of such

necessary data could be found iA one place. More likely, some of the data would be held

by local government agencies, some by state agendes, some by regional academic,insti-

.tutions, some by federal agencies, and some by commercial firms. DiscoVering who holds
/.

what can be.not merely burdensome, it could be virtually unfeasible within reasonable

time and cost constraints. Moreover, arranging for acqess to such data, once the holder

has been identified can be an additional burdenone that could make the data cost more

than theY would be worth.

The above example focuses on the specific case of engineering application. The

same problem, lack of access, obstructs the work of research scientists as well as engi-

neers and, in fact, it can be more severe for scientists because of limited funds and the

absence of an adequate supporting organization. The one advantage that scientists do

\have is their links to informal networks and the general high value assigned to collegial

cooperation in the academic sector. -7' -

In any case, neither the planner, engineer/entrepreneur nor tlie research scientist is

satisfied with present data access capabilities. In a recent symposium paper (Clark,

1982), the mounting volume and particularly the diversity of data resources are seen as

_barriers to efficient access. The end user simply cannot tope with the complexity. Both

national and international data exGhange programs are called for. However, it is also

recognized that it is not complexity alone that prevents adequate access. Burk (1982a,

1982b) makes the point strongly that it is managerial factors that are the most difficult

to surmount. He identifies 46 publicly 'accessible referral resources on geoscience topic

areas in his article but points out that 37 of the 46 really deal exclusively"with the report

literature and not with numerical data files. The nine that do deal with data, as such,

are either narrowly nationalistic or restricted in subject coverage, or both.

1.2 NEDRES Objeclives
' 10

NEDRES is conceied to be a tool to cut through these barriers. Its main resource

will be a comprehensive, descriptive inventory of.data holdings that will include the

identity of holders and specification of access procedures. A small staff at the Assess-
,

ment and Information Services Center (AISC) will not on,Ly build thg inventory and see to

-2-
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its dissemination, but will_keep it current and, most significantly, will se'rve as facilita-

tors of access arrangements between potential users of environmental data and the

holders of such data.
4.

The net societal benefit thlitcan be expected from such a se/vice has at least two

components. First, the service should reduce the aggregate cost of data acquisition

while at the same timg enhancing the effectiveness of projects and operationsot,hat can

influence orde influenced by environmental conditions. Second, It offers the prospect of

a broaer .amortization of the costs of data collection. Consequently, those organiza-

tions or institutions that routinely conduct empirical observations and compile such data
.,

may be encouraged to expand their commitment with respect to coverage, or the sophis-

tication of their instrumentation, or both. Thus, a spreading-out of the cost burden could

lead to more data, better quality data, or both.

The process of realizing such social benefits, however, will be complicated. Devel-

opmental challenges exist in areas that range from designing the ideal format for the

representation of data holdings to the methodology for achieving an exhaustive census of

holders. For meeting this latter challenge and others ielated to it, a major innovation

has been proposed as part of the basic NEDRES plan. The idea involves the creation of a

voluntary, network or confederation of the participantsboth data holders and users.

Such a confederation would serve a variety of purposes including providing a reliable base,

for communicatioil with the total community of environmental scientists and technolo-

gists.

The concept of such a confederation is not unprecedented. Students of political

science have long recognized that each agency of government relates to a coherent

constituency of its own. In some cases, such a constituency is organized in a formal

manner. A prominent example is the National Security Industrial Association, an organi-

zation that provides a legitimatized meeting ground for defense sup-pliers and their

governmental customers.

While the constituencies of government agencies can be conceived of as coherent

bodies and can be organized at any level of formal structuring, it is rare that the agency

in question takes the initiative in providing the structurafframework. To 'do so generates

a set of obligationsAor the sponsoring:agency as well as some prospective benefits. In a

sense, such an initiative puts a double jet:den on the sponsor. The agency must not only

develop an effective service in the technical sense, but must also configure the frame-

work for the confederation with the same level of care.
4

-
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It could be asserted that the mechanisms of service delivery ahd the quality of the

service output are entirely independent of any collective organi2ation of paitidpants;

that, in effect, such a voluntary confegeration would be something suPerimposed upon

the more basic structure of the apparatus for service delivery. Ho Weyer, related exper-:

iences suggest that even though a structured constituency organization might not be an

essential component of the total service delivery system, once such an organization

established, its viability will feed back into and influence the viability of the more basic

service apparatus. In other words, the constituency organization can provide an adaptive

capacity within the total system.

It is that concern for the built-in, adaptive feedback that provides the primary

impetus for the present project. The goal is to be able to build a participant confedera-

tion that will work to enhance the performance of NEDRES. The more immediate

objective is to provide the best conceptual base possible for the detailed planning and

configuration of the confederation so that it will support the achievement of the goal

froin its earliest inception.

While achieving adaptive feedback is a primary impetus to the creation'of a parti-
.

cipant confederation, another source of iMpetus of nearly equal status comes from the

ddvantages of sharing. It should be, recalled that the core function of NEDRES is the

sharing of data resources.. The addition of the confederation to the service delivezif

apparatus will permit the sharing of burdens as well as resources. Such burdens include

the costs of identifying holders, Qf negotiating access.arrangements, and educating users.

'Ideally, some portion of these burdens can be distributed throughout the confederation so

that the core functions do not get bogged down.

2.0 STUDY PROCEDURE

2.1 General Background

The development of a new information service and the configuration of its, organi-'

zational components can be perceived to be a subset within the broader 'problem domain

of advanced system design. The logic and procedures by which systems are designed are

in a state of continuing -evolution. For exaMple, in the 1950s and 1960s, the preeminent

strategy in system design was a "de novo" or Pstart-from-scratch" approach. In a sense,

the presumption was that there were no truly relevant predecessor systems and that, in

-4-
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dny case, the influence of precedentS would tend to constrict the imaginations of the
. ,

designers. The best concrete instances are found in the space program where, indeed, it
r .

wotild be a hard stretch to find valiciprecedents., i

ri(More recently,' the emphasis i advanced system design has shifted toward a more
, .

conservatIve approach with the emphasis on cost control, mistake avoidance, and incre-

mental change. A much -sure detailed logic has lieen created for anticipating the conse-
.

quences of each design choice (Ostrof sky, 1977). This logic is tightly' linked to the

process of extrapolation frOm present experience with similar systems. The present

effort toward the development of the NEDRES reflects this contemporary logic.

.i.

2.2 Data Collection and Analysis Procedures

The key procedure element has been comparative analysis and the building blocks

of the methodology are actual operating systems with which comparisons can be made.

Ideally,i three classes of cpmparinn systems can be identified: the so-called base-case or

predecesior system, a primary reference system, and a set of secondary reference

systems.

There are three action elements in the methodology. First, the comparison systems

are scrutinized for operational deficiencies with particular emphasis on the base-case.

The obvious intent is to avoid the perpetuation of any past mistakes. -Second, a trial

configuration of the new System is assembled in the form of, a symbolic model. Third,

the model is "exercised!' in the sense. that scenario is followed that is'ihtended to repre-,

.sent the system in action.. For example, it is known in advance that' one of the functions
7

of the system is to identify data resource holders. The question the developer asks is:

How will the configuration,support or carry-out this fundion? Each step of the process

of conducting a holder cerisus is symbolically "rehearsed' within,the trial configuration.

Such a rehearsal establishes whether the configuration contains the full Set of compo:

nents to carry out the function and whether there are potential barriers or bottlenecks in-
.

the activity flow. If problerni are found,,the comparison systems can be reLexamined as

'a potential source.of solutions.

The steps are recursive in .that sOlutions to problems constitute changes in the

initial trial configuration which can, in turn, effect other functions. Thus, the configura-

tion must be exercised and modified until it is certain that all,the principle functions can

be performed in an..efficient way.
I.

-5-
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. In the-present instance, therelkas a predecessor system called ENDEX that could

be used as the'base-case. However, it should be noted that whije components still exist

and can probably be adopted tar use in, NEDRtS, the ENDEX service has been shut down

for over a year so that current operational assessments are riot available.

A much richer experiential base exists with respect to the reference system

requirement. As a first step in the present project, over ten information service net--
works were examined to find features that might serve as prototypes for NEQRES. Five

4
of theseonetworks were selected as the most .relevant in the sense of providing features

that could help guide the planning of the NEDRES participant confederationt ,The de-

tailed descriptions of these eredecessor networks are presented in the- project report

entitled, Descriptive Analysis of Selected Data Referral Networks (MAXIMA, op. cit.).

From these several systems examples, a number of lessons can be drawnboth

positive and negativepertaining to a range' of concerns from ioverall governance

arrangements to the techniques most widely used for interparticipant communication.

However, only one candidate for the role of comprehensive prototype emerges from the

set of five: the NAWDEX (National Water Data Exchange) systern established by the

United States Geological. Survey in 1976. "While centrally administered by a federal

fgency, those in charge have managed to minimize the distinctions between "service

provider" and "customer." All participants have been induced to assume a high degree of

responsibility for the viability of the iervice in the sensOt its economic sustenance, its

coverage of water data resources', simplification of access procedures, and quality Con-

trOl. AS program, it has accomplished a level of participant involvement in one data

topic area (i.e., water resources) that ,NEDRES is intended to accomplish for a more

varied topical set.

2.3 Conceptual Analyses

In addition to the empirical analyses based on actual operating systems, two lines.

^40,

. .

of conceptual analysis were also pursued. One such conceptual route was to examine

process and economic transaction models from disciplines other than information ser-

vices development for possible relevant contribution to the resolution of design choices

for NEDRES. The second conceptual route was to consider organizational models that

have been historically linked with the provision of information services.

-6-
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3.0 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

3.1 Conceptual

3.1.4 Transaction Models'
-

jri the classic model of a free market transaction, the trational focus is on supply,

demand, tand price. Analysis ,based on such models, and extrapolaton from them to the
.

planning If systems such as NEDRE...s. is tietly constrained, however, by the fact that

tretional models asume that the product acquired by the buyer in the transaction is a

tangible one:

Another (usually unstated) assurnifion in classical transaction models ii that the

relationship between buyer and seller is transitory or, at best, episodic. That is, in the

basic, model, there is no inherent justification to extend the relationship once the buyer

has his/her goods and the seller has his/her money. However, such an assurription is notr.entirely valid now even when the exchange medium is tangible. For example, either

implicit and explicit warranties are now the r'clle rathbr than the exception in most

tangible-goods transactions and any such warranty commits the seller to a lengthy rela-

tionship with the buyer even if the relationship is tacit and never effectuated by any. .

ftrther direct commUnication.

When the goods involved in the tr nsaction are intangible (i.e., services), it can be

hypothesized that there develops on the art pf, both the providers and the consumer a

set of "shared interests" that relate to the transaction-proper. The outcome can be a

form of sustained collaboration between provider and consumer. Such a relationship is

manifest in the continuity that exists in the relatiohihip between a physician and a

patient or between an attorney and a client. The shared interest appears to derive, in

part, from the costs involved in building mirtual Linderstanding.and confidencee

Such observations can be conceptualized in the form c(an hypothesis to the effeCt

that the more transactions involve iritangible goods, the greater the degree of provider -

customer (user) collaboration.

Exhibit 3-A illustrates the proposition in graphic form. The shift from competitive

bargaining to collaborative negotiation is (hypothetically) a conseiNence of the

movement toward a service economy and the increasing dominance of intangible "goods"

in the exchange process.
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Exhibit 3-A 4

4

Conceptuar Base for a NEDRES Participant Confederation
4

- High

*
!Extent of
Provider-0sec
Collaboration

l

Low

/

/
/ 4/ Hypothetical

Function

* ...---""
...---

r

1

// ,

o 100%
, (..

..
Degree to which the exchange' transaction involves intangible services

* te
Measured by duration of transaction episode and the level of investrnent by all

participants- in the preexchange, exchange, and postexchange relationships.

-Still another factor that could be'relevant to the planning of the NEDRES confed-

eration is that represented by the concept of a ,publieor, collective good. A collective

good is one that accrues to all the members of a group by an intrinsic diffusion mechan-

ism. For example, reducing the pollution in a lake would be a collective good in the

sense that- all lakeshore property owners wOuld automatically benefit. If the lake were
.

accessable to the general public for recreational purposes, the poUution reduciion Would

be a public good. r

4

Olson theorizes (Olson, M., 1971) ;that collaboration among group members to

achieve collective goods is ,a negative function of the size and spread of the group:.

However, this negative effect can be overcome if selective incentives are 'added to the

potso to speakto specifically compensate those members of the group who absorb the

costs of coordination.

..
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If these otheses are valid, the summary implications are that some form of
NEDRES user group (or groups) Would come into being spontaneously whether authorized

or sponsored by AISC or not. The relationship of such groups to NEDRES as the service

provider or to one another' could be varied and changeable unless corsteicy is
established by some structuring of the arrangements.

3.1.2 OrganizationalWodels

3.1.2.1 The Association Model

Workers in sCientific and technical fields have a strong tradition of vOluntary
confederation and .the mutual sharing of resources. The structures can be.completely

informal as represented by thc so-called invisible college, or have com-plicated structures
e

sup as the American Chemical Society with its subject-oriented sectrans and its regional

1.
:

, , %chapters. The NEDRES plan could incorporate a number of features4 from such associa-
t.,b, .

54) " lions. lrt particular, the effectiveness of sudh organizations in providing both profes-.

sional and substantive information to members (i.e., the communication area) and in

providing for continuing education (i.e., the user training area) constitutes a set of stan-

dards toward which NEDRES possibly should be aimed.

\)

With respect to governance,. there are also some useful features for considertaion

Specifically, association governance tends to be dual4tic an one side, there is usually

some form of conptituent assembly with an elected board and a president at the top. The

board can and usually does function as a steering committee, and is empowered to pursue

projects through both permanent committees and ad hoc sttgroups.

On the other side, there is usually some form of central secretariate headed by an

executive who is explicitly an employee of the association. This secretariat nominally

considers the trtine, day-to-day business of the association including the production of
jobrnals and the provision of other information services.

Certain tensions with respect to authority are often generated by this dualistic
arrangement. The president and the board have prerogatives based- on the support of the

mem ship while the executive officer has the greater intensity of involvement in
association affairs and, usually, a higher level of managerial skills.

-9-
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If the voluntary confederation of participa ints .n NEDRES is 'formally organized
%) P

with elected officials, while,he central operations are &mducted by salaried profes-
s.

.

sionals, similar kinds of tensions coulcl qse.
. I .

Another functional- arek of concern is that of financial supurt. The key ingredient

in the association &del is some version of membership' dues. Such' dues are often if
. ,.
audmentectby funds from subscription fees andieveinues from annualtconventions thats

come from exhibitors fees and attendance charges. Some *associations have such profit-.

able journals that dues can be kept minimal. However, recent general trends in dues

increases have been .linked to declines or zero-growth of/ as,soiation memberships. pne
a;

t
I. - . .

problem- appears to be related to the fact that there is, little perceptual coftelation at
I

the level of the'individual member bey-teen the amount-of the dues 1,4vy and the amount

Zitor quality of the services provided. The survey'of pOtential DRES`useCs (MAXIMA,

1982 b) reveals that such, lack of relationship between' the cost to the user and the
, ,... .. ,

. mapitude.of service is.a sensitive issue for the scientists and technologists in the envir-
o

onmerltal studies area: tie- avoidance"of 'situations where the correlation\ is not clearly

positive_Oo could be other as'pect of the Olsen hypothesis (op. cit.) regardMg collec-
-, .

tive goods and speci 1 incentives.

.hnally, some consideration should be given to the factor of membership. cohesion.

Association 'Members tre bound together "by common itherestslinked to their involve-
,

ment in a single sdentific or professional discipline. The participahts NEDRES. will, be

quite heterogeneouS with respect to disCipline so that the binding f must come fran

some ,other source. In this regard, amOng others, the association model cannot provide a
. .

comprehensive blueprint for the NEDRES confederation.

LI*

3.1.2.2 The Consortium Model

Consortine the established vehicle, for intlorganizational cooperation among
libraries and other tkpes of information service organizations. As in the association

model, there exists a rich tradition of successes. Information service consortia generally
V

manifest a h)ghji9ree of generosity on the part of participants-San apparent willingness

to contribut&p çt collective good with little or no special compensation. Thus, on the

surface, consortia appear to represent some refutation of the Olson hypothesis. Caieful

examination reveals, howe:e, that those consortia that survive their formative stage do

provide sRpcial incentives as revealed in our case study of the Regional Medical Library

-10-
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Network (MAXIMA, op. cit.). Specifically, the ten regional li6raries that constitute the

core of the consOrtiurn are reimbursed, in principlefor every inter-library loan
. 1

transktion that exceeds the historic frequency of such ansactions. in other words, the

source of the collective'goodis rewarded for fulfilling th t role.

The main lessons to be learned from consortia, however, came from 'the junction

between ttucture and governance, on one hand, and legal agreements bn the other hand.
).

Possibly because of the good-will aspect mentioned, above, consortia have been

launched from time-to-time without much planning. In particular, gclvernance arrange-
. \

ments have been ad, hoc and cqrnmittmentsi a ,cont- ractual nature have often Peen

lacking. When the arrangements are so casual, the degree of actual Cooperation tends to

decay. ,A recent incident thlt evolved from a consortium of ten academic libraries in

soWth-central Minnesota reveals that when centralized management and formal agree-

ments were introdyded after a period of decitte a6:1 decay, the ngajYe trends were
*,

reversed.

In the ar a'i.of financial.support, Arary consortia tend to be dependent on their

eAparent insti io and where voluntary cooperation prevails, very little money changes

.bands...Therefore, even though NEDRES will be an information service and any par-

ticipant's are likely to have information services as part of their own operations soithat it

might appear that the consortium model might be entirely appropriate; the e&momic

factor, constitutes an ir)ompatibility because the actual costs of NEDRES operations
,

must be at least eartially recovered.
, 4ve.-s:=, ,A. 0,,,,,..--

,

3.1.2.3 The Consumer Group Model.

As suggested in the discussion of economic models, many essentially commercial

information transactions involve enduring relationships between pifiirOider/supplier and

customericonsumer. Dbctor-patient, lawyer-client, and teacher-student are among the

classic examples, but the' same characterization can be made with respect ito the rela-

tionship between a publisher of a periodical and subscriber. InaZther words, it is a

general characteristie of commercial information set:vice relationships to be sustained

over time.

4

The assertions are based on personal observation and verbal accoun from E. Johnson
who was, at the gme, Had Librarian at Hamline University, St. Paul, Msota.
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.
This characteristic has, in a sense, washed back into are.as of transaction that

involve tangible products. I fact, its most prounced manifestation is in the purchase
1 N

of computers, partitularly p sonal computers. In this case, the characteristic has been#

institutionalized in th form Of permanent "user groups." These groups apparently

reflect a sense(of mut obligation between seller and buyer, that transcends most

historical precedents. The mutuality is confirmed Ilty the fact that th Lllers now typi-

cally take an active role in the initial formation of the gr&ips and th provide a subsidy
t -

in such forms as Secretarial services, newsletter production, defrayment of costs of

meetings,' provision of training, dhd investment in the development of new products such

as specialized software packages.

dddly, in a ajor area ,of- service transactionsonline bibliographic services
similar user groups have forrne0, but without the participation ,of the sellers or vendors.

Iroll-ter words, paradoxically;-; Where the permanence of the relationship is virtually

imposed by the form of. the .transaction (i.e., subscription), the potential utility of

mutuality, between seller and buyer is mainly disregarded by the sellers
t the-vendors

of online services).

The positive experience-rcoope4n rather than confrontationeegistered 1:1 the
,

computer user groups iqgests that it is better for ttçe seller/provider to become involved

in the,,alsembly and sustgnance of buyer/user col ctivities, rather than to have such

groups emerge spontaneously in response to putative grievanCes. The next logical Step is

to suggest that if one were in the process of developing a new ibformation service,

particularly one that would operate in a commercial or cisuasi-cornmercial mode, one

\would be well, advised to incorporate planning for such a user Collective in with the

planning for the technical and the organizational features of the new service. The poterv-

tial relelrance of such concepts and the actual experience in their implementation is

being considered -in the planning of the pdrtidpant confederation for 444EDRES as

reflected by the present report.

3.2 Summary of Empirical Findings

3.2.1 Brief R'eview of the User Survey

. The survey (MAXIMA, .1982b) 'Confirmed a high level of potenial ,dernapd for tiN
. , ,

.

kinds of services that NEDRES could and should provide. Ilot also revealed that holders

-12- 2u
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are indeed prepared to share their data resdurces. However, the critical finding for

present purposes was the diversity of the users. Their subject orientattions vary, their

organizational affiliatiOns vary, their /economic circumstances vary, and their specific

data needs. vary not only from person to person but over time, for the same person. This

condition puts a burden on the developers and managers of NEDRES. to provide the capa-

bility to match these varied and chartgink needs.,

1
3.2:2 The Bale-Case' Evaluatiori

s ENDEX, the NEDRES predecessor system, ceased operation in 1980. As suggested

above, little operational documentation exists. Consequently, there is some risk that the

few'elements about which there is tangible data, will receive more atiention then they

Warrant. To counteract- this trend, it is appropiate to begin with a listing of all the

factors that may have contribt4ed to\the 'demise of ENDEX. These are as follows:

, . .
o Lack of awareness of the service on the part of potential users and sufficient

resources to promote awareness ,---

1.

o Lack of proximity to service access sites due to the low number and iSaraticular
geographic'diStribution of such sites

OA
Lack of user control or, dir iect nvolvement in the file search process

At.

Lack of comprehensive coverage of data resources

Lack of follow-up capabilities to aid users in aChieving physical access to the
data resources

a

o Lack of special incentives for ddta rescurce holdert to compensate them for
their efforts 'volved in making the data available to others

o ack of adequate computer capacityleading to transaction delays

o ack of familiarity by user,s with information.retrieval software used

As will
!4

concrete evid

seen in the subsequent discussion, detailed critique is provided where

ce is available and, more generally, specific provisions are recommended

so that the NEDRES can avoid the listed pitfalls.

-13-
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3.2.3 Refergnce Systein Analyses

To revieW, five reference sy)tems were'studied in detail:

o The National Water bata Ex Change (NAWDE)Q

, o The Regional Medical Library (RML) Network

1o The Social Science Data Archives (SSDA) Network

o The Online Computer Library Center,,c. (OCLC)

o The Canadian National Database for Geological Information (GEOSCAN)

of the five, two are private sector operations (OCLC & SSDA Network) and three

are run by national government agencies. .
, y .. ,

.1'N i
NAWDEX, the RML Network, and OCLC, are all highly successful systems. These

systems have each served as models or prototypes for later developments on.the scale of

a global diffussion of innovations.

It is still too early to tell whether GEOSCAN will be viable or whether it will have

a similar impact *6t: information systems work.

The SSDA Network has been dissolved. While the precise reasons for its dissolution

are not known, the conditions that were associated with its termination have been docu-

mented and some useful Inferential-lessons can be drawn.

All of' the reference systems that were covered were at least national in scope

(NAWDEX, RML Network) with GEOSCAN being national in scope for Canada and the

Social Scie r Data Archives Network and OCLC having international links. All of these

systems were c structed on a base of existing institutions and to a1 considerable degree,

the network linkages were already in place and needed only to be forMalized and solidi-

fied in order to become components of the larger organizational structure. For example,

some traffic in document exchange between participating libraries was already taking
Ab ,

place before the formation of,the RML NetWork. The creation of a acre formal struc-

ture by the National Library Of Medicine permitted the Regional Medical Libraries to

,increase the volume of such traffic, and to r,c11 out to additional institutions that had

not yet been involved in such transactions, but` the main framework of Ahe network was

already in place. This circumstance is probably most important for international-level
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arrangementis. It seems likely that insofar as international reach is an objective in, the

NEDRES plan, the steps taken to achieve this objective should be oriented toward nego-

tiations with existing organizations that already have strong constituency relationships

with other bodies which contain both users and holders of environmental dataliles.

A related feature of the reference systems in the study set has to do with the

degree of government agency involvement. While both NAWDEX and the RML Network

are government administrated systems, the level of involvement is strikingly different.

The government takes a dominant administrative-managerial role at the day-to-day
A

operational level for NAWDEX but not for 'the RML Network. It is often forgotten that

the RML Network was originally funded under grant arrangements rather than by con-

tract. This initial arrangement reflects the fict that the NLM officials both desired and

expected the Network to be self-governing. It vas only after a growing collective per-

ception that the arrangement lacked leadership initiatives that the funding arrangements

were changed, and even then, a rather laissez faire management procedure was followed.

It appears that the precedent of a high degree of autonomy on the part of the

Regional Medical Libraries was too strong to be shifted by the change in funding

arrangements. The relative success of the RML Network in achieving its functional

objectives suggests the conclusion that strong central managerial control is not essential
-

to effective operations. It is _also widely recognized that there is concern about the

question of economic efficiency o.n the part of those involved in Network operations.

Ironically, both a highly successful and an unsuccessful system have had the least

administrative influence from federal agencies (OCLC and the Social Science Data

Archives Network). Both were partly subsidized by federal agencies during their forma-

tive stages, but were clearly aiming for a self-sustaining mode of operation in the long

run. OCLC had the initial advantage of getting both money and instrumental resources

(i.e., funds from the then U.S. Office of Education and the MARC-II tapes from the

Library of Congress) from the government and additional funds from private philanthropy

(i.e., the Ford Foundation's Council on Library Resources). The Social Science group was

more dependent on dues from Participants. It can only be speculative, but it seems

possible that the member components of he Social Science Data Archives Network could

confront the possible dissolution of the larger confederation with equanimity for two

reasons: (1) each had succeeded in achieving near-peak levels of regional effectiveness

prior to the formation of the national confederation, and (2) each could make an indepen-

dent objective appraisal of the value-received for their dues contributions. In other

-15-
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words, there was a quasi-commercial relationship between the member organizations and

the confederation managers that could lead the members to terminate the rekationship as

soon as they perceived that the benefit-cost ratio was unfavorable. In a sense, OCLC.is

even more commercially oriented, but it is avowedly so with few rernining pretentions

to academic collegiality as a binding force. Indeed, some partidpants have withdrawn

from OCLC; but most "customers" appear to perceive that their own benefit-cost ratios

are positive.

The inference that can be drawn from the analyiis of the mode of 'funding and locus

of managrial control is one that leans sltghtly in favor of some form of sustained man-:

agerial involvement on the part of the federal agency concerned and away from quasi-

comm ercial artangements.

The third general feature that needs to be 1ntioned is the matter Of participant,
responsibility for ;the quality of the product. In this regard, it Is the RML Network and

the Social Science Data Archives Network that stand at'opposite ends of the continuum.

In RML Network transactions, there is not even the question of disavowal of responsibil-

ity. No participant would have the slightest expectation that there waS an9 form of

endorsement implicit in the fact that a document is delivered by an "agent" of an author-

itative government institution. The mode is now and always has been caveat emptor in

the exchange of documentary materials.

The Social Science Data Archives Network, on the other hand, had as one of its

original and prirnary objectives the enhancement of the quality of the data provided to

users and the protection of such users from "dirty" data. It seems probable that this

focus was engendered by the fact that social science data is inherently more ambiguous

than data from other disciplines. Possibly ren closer to the point is that the purpose of

the initial data collector was often purelylcommercialnot scientific, while the secon-

dary users were avowedly scientific. Thus, the original collectors were not under canons

of rigor. In any case, the Network group was at some pains to push standards for collec-

tion methods, coding procedures, etc., and the various member organizations, such as the

Roper Center at Yale, continue to act to purge "bad" data and to educate their users on

methods to extract only the good parts from files having mixed quality.

Since neither AISC nor NEDRES will be data file holders, the NEDRES staff will

be, in a sense, parties to data exchange transactions in which they, the NEDRES staff,

will never see or handle the actual materials. Under these circumstances, it would



appear to be a most reasonable policy for NEDRES to publicly disavoW any responsi6i1ity

for data quality. This is perhaps a minor point if the data are inherently of higher quality
... i

as they should be given the subject matter, the nature of the organizatiob ns doing the data

collection (i.e., preponderantly government organizations), and built-in qualJj control

mechanisms.* However, no data system can be completely error free and (as re rted in

the preceding volume) the Laboratory Animal Data Base, which was once provided'b the

NLM via MEDLINE, foundered and was abandoned because of criticisms of data qu. y.

To an outside obseryer, there was some possibility that an otherwise excellent service

was cancelled because of some minor flaws that would have been correctable by low-cost

adjustments. The point is that it is possible to break your neck by stumbling over a
pebble, and in the case of NEDRES there is no reason for the pebble to be there.

These are not the only lessons that can be drawn from the description of the refer-

ence systems. Others come out in the discussion of the functional areas that follows.

3.2.3.1 Structure and Governance

All of the Network organizations designated as reference systems share the same
basic organizational structure which is a form of a multi-ring star pattern. The main

structural variants are in the number of rings in the star, the,span of numbers of compo-

nent organizations in each ring, and whether or not the central rings or the central node

is in a hierarchical relationship to the outer rings.

The archetypical arrangement is illustrated in Exhibit 3-B. The arm marked with

the numeral I is characteristic of the RML Network. The central box re'presents the

NLM;. the next ring is composed of the Regional Libraries (10 at present); the next is

composed of the so-called Resource Libraries;, the next is the Service Units; and the final

ring is composed of users. Of course, each ring elernent in the RML Network has its own

set of users that are not shown on the diagram. Likewise, there are collateral donnec-

tons both within and across rings so that, for example, a Service Unit can go 'to other

Service Units or to Resource Libraries other than the primary one. These links are not

shown in order to avoid clutter.

*It is a matter of negative feedback. For example, even a commercial firmsay one
doing seismic soundings for petroleum explorationcould not survive long if their data
Were faulty. In such a case, one could probably say truthfullyif its good enough for a
large oil company its good enough for a university geologist.
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While the NAWDEX structure is also a star, it has only a core and two rings: the

first ring is composed of the 60 Kisistance Centers and the outer ring is made up of

users.

The Social Science Data Archives Network had a core and two rings also. The first
gotring was composed of twenty major archival centers, the next of users.

OCLC also has twenty regional centers in the first ring and 2,000 users in its outer

ring. GEOSCAN is basically a smaller network having a first ring composed of ten cen-

ters and these centerS work directly with users. However, GEOSCAN differentiates

between professional users and lay users. The lay users are restricted to searching for

data via one center, the Library of the Geological Survey of Canada. Therefore, all, iiriits

in the first ring are pot functionally equal; the LGSC has a special role.

, The degree of hierarchy is the factor that connects structure to governance
considerations. In this matter, it is clear that all of the organizations in the case studies

were intended to be governed in a democratic, representational manner. However, there

turns out to be many impairments to the realization of such a goal. Fundamentally, for

example, the group or body that arranges for an organization to be brought into being is

generally assigned prerogatives in the formulation of policy and the articulation of

operational procedures: Ordinarily, such a leadership role assignment would be expected

to be amplified when the founding body is a 'governmental agency.because such agencies

are universally hierarchical with decision-making responsibility and authority explicitly

determined by rank. Consequently, it is highly ironic that the 'organization that appears_

to have achieved the great4rst degree of authority delegation and participant influence on

policies and practices, is NAWDEX, the most "governmental" a the five cases. (Note:

GEOSCAN, the Canadian Government's system, does not count for much in this topic

area because its governance ,procedures are still evolving. However, its developmental

history reveals that it too has been set up in such a way as to permit maximal influence

on the part of prospective participants. Every attempt was made frorWhe outset to

achieve the idealistic goal of assembling a user-designed system (Batteke, et al., 1974).

However, it remains to be seen whether or not the same level of videalism can be followed

in practice once the system reaches full operational status.)
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Exhibit 3-5

Archetypical Star-Type Network StruCture

First Ring

11'1-.7...Third Ring

gd----LFourth Ring

Second, Ring

Indeed, the case studies can be read to suggest that the less bureaucratic and more
"casual" the foLinding ,body, the more authoritarian the final configuration. The SSDA
Network, for example, was founded by an ad hoc committee of a professional society in

the context of an annual convention. Its final configuration yas described by one com-

mentator (Rose, 1-974) as "elitist." OCLC was also fo`unded by an ad hoc committee: one

made ttrof academic librarians who constituted a component group of the Ohio College
4

Association, a voluntary membership consortium that had no legal status before 056,
and no central secretariat until 1966. Yet OCLC has had the most controversial govern-

ance arrangements. It provided-4*w Fnechanisins for participant influence on policies and

practices while it functioned as a collective between 1967 .and '1981, and now, as S not-

for-profit but quasi-commercial organization, its board,of directors is dominated by its"-
. -

ex-officio members.

The problems with the governance of the RML network have been alluded to previl
, .

ously. The_ initial concept of a self-governing arrangemeht has eroded even though the*
founding group has never had either the inclinatioh or the capability to exert authoritar-

ian influence.



(it

In summary, if the goal is to achieve an arrangement whereby all participants have
the opportunity (if not the inclination) to influence the poligies and practices of the

organization as a whole, the best reference model is NAWDEX. However, for reasons

that will emerge later in the discussion, the planning principle-for NEDRES probably

should be to use NAWDEX as a baseline case and strive to take the distribution of
governance authority/One or two iteps further,

4

3.2.3.2 Communication Patterns and Methods

The networks that have been examined are not distinguishable from other relatively

large organizations in terms of the availability of communication modes and channels.
Almost a.14 conceivable options are available and almost all are used to some exte.t. At

what migh be called the engineering level, the number of optional mocles is large.
However/the whole universe of such options can be characterized in synoptic form as in

Exhibit 3-C. This paeadigm can be useful to .us both for recapitulating the aimmunica-
tions practices followed by the reference networks and for exploring, later on, possible

f
innovations for NEDRES.

Exhibit 5-C

OPTIO41AL INTRA-NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS MODES
,

Patterns . Methods I
.

,

allateral or
Restricted

Facer to-face Mediated
Real-Time . Stored Mixed

)
(Private Conversat ion)

,

(Telephone) (Letter) (Telefax)

.

Multilateral
or Open

, .

(Committee Meeting) (Teleconference)
,

-

(Newsletter)
*
(Computer-
Conf erence)

The paradigm conveys directly the extent to which organization communications
can and should be concentrated in the multilateral or open category under Patterns.

Within each of the cells of the matrix, a common xample is provided in parenthesis. We
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find the newsletter mode as an example of communications that are multilateral or open

in pattern and mediated, using a stored message, as method. this locus is important

because, looking across the five ,cases studied, the standard mode of communication

appears to be the nelksletter. The adoption of this made appears to have taken place

once the number of participants reaches the three-digit level. During the fdrrnative

stages, participant communication is generally ad hoc, ad lib, and informal; punctuated

by semiformal conClaves.

Even the newsletter mode, however, is susceptable ta some variation. For

exaMple, in the NAWDEX case, the origination and dissemination of the newsletter is

arranged centrally. In the RML Network case, each Regional Library prePares its own

version fonits own regional constituency.

Broadly speakingt.the, most notable feature of the communication activities of the

five organizations is their mundane quality. This functional area does not seem to be a

source of problems either to managers or rank-and-file participants and this may be the

reason that little, if any, innovative enterprise is shown by any of the five organizations.

Consequently, it seems reasonable to assert that this area is unlikely to engender

serious difficulties for those developing NEDRES. While it is not a matter thalowill "take

care of itself," it does seem that some variations on the newsletter mode plus some form

of periodic asiembly is reasonably effective and not obtrusively costly.

Participant assemblies should probably take two forms. For a nation-wide or

international scope of operations, the periodic assemblies might best be held bimonthly

on a local or regional basis and annually for the whole of the participant membership. In

the NEDRES case, coscheduling the lar meeting with some discipline-oriented national

.professional.society meetkv might not eal because of the heterogeneous discipline
f

representation among pleatpectiveiNor ES participants. Such arrangements, in other

words, should probably be subordi to other criteria such as .convenience of time and

place for the participant group as a whole.

3.2.3.3 Legal or Operating Agreements

AO ,
It is somewhat strange that for co ctives that are nominally democratic ana that

are avowedly voluntary in nature, the be t success appears to be associated with the use

df rather firm, legalistic forms of membership agreements.
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Some form of "contractual" committmeat on the part of participants is character-

istic of all the Organizations ,studied with the exception of GEOSCAN, which has not yet

reached the level of de;lelopment where suCh an instrument would be appropriate. How-,

ever, in the cases.of the RML Network and the SSDA Network, such agreements do not
. -

(or did not) extend to the level of the end user. In the case of the SSDA Network, the

contractual obligation was one between the regional centers and, in effect, the central

secretariat function was a result of this agreement. The actual procedures for delivery

of data services to individual clients of the local or regional level were not perceived n,

be a matter that should be standardized by a fOrmal agreemek.

Likewise, in the case of the RML Networks, formal agreements e4st between the

federal agency (The National Library of Medidine) and the Regional Libraries, and can

exist between the Regional Libraries and the Resource Libraries but any form of binding

committment below that level (i.e., between Resource Libraries and Service Units or

between Service Units and end users) is completely optional and not a matter of apparent

concern to the sponsors. The great number of participants and the variability of circum-

stances at the service unit/ end-user level woad probably make it unrealistic to even

to bind the whole constituency together by legalistic means.

In the case of OCLC, the end users are institutions, not individuals. Consequently)

it has been possible to es'tablish a contradtual framework throughout the network. The

basic and standardized legal committment is the one between OCLC, Inc. and its twenty

regional clients. .Strong guidance is provided by OCLC on how the regional centers

should arrange the legal committment on the part of their institutional subclients in the

form of a stindardized Participation Agreement. In summary, the end user (a particular

library) enters into a service cOntract with a regional orgarlization and the, *ional
organization is party to its own contract with OCLC,

NAWDEX displays a pattern all its own. While it has its own regional centers, the

crucial contractual arrangement' bypasses these centers in the sense that each end-user

organization makes its committment directly with the NAWDEX Program Office afthq

United States Geological Survey (USGS). Not only' is the committment direct, it is also

two-tiered. The first tier is a Memorandum of Understanding that defines the basic

.obligations of the parties to one another with particular emphasis on the member's obli-

gation' to provide access to their data holdings in response to other members' queries.

The second tier is called the Memorandum of Agreement. It is somewhat redundant with

the Memorandum of Understanding, but the focus is more on the procedures for online

0
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utilization of the Directory and Index files of NAWDEX and the WATSTORE file. The

particular precision reflected by this second instrument appears to be a consequencd of

the fact that online access involves the Computer Center Division of USOS as host and so

the NAWDEX Program Office is at pains to ensure *that its constituency follows the

utilization protedures imposed by the Computer Center Division.

The summary in4earionces that Can be drawn from observations of these reference

systems are somewhat surprising. That is, there is apparently tio serious reluctance on

the part of voluntary participants to enter into rather firm legal Commi.timents as a

condition of membership. Also, the efiectiveness of the sysiem aPpears to be correlated

with the degree to which the obligational committment is extended to the end-user level.

The incongruity resides in the observation that the service transaction appears :to

work best when it is decentralized, but the legal committment works best when it is

centralized. In summary, a form Of duplex structure might be optimal with the central

facility having direct bilateral dealings with end-user level participants in Such

functional areas as communications and contractual obligations, but using regional

centers and thus an indirect mode for the provision of referral and support services.

3.2.3.4 Policies and Methods of Financial Support

It is useful at this point to distinguish between development and start-up costs as a

distinct set compared to day-to-day operating cosis. The means for meeting the latter

costs will be covered in the next section; for the present, the focus is on the former.

All of the networks covered by the study had some support from federal sources

during their formative stage. Likewise, all had some support from nonfederal sources

even those such as NAWDEX and the RML Network that could be called feaeral systems.

The two federal systems are more relevant to NEDRES in this regard, so the others

will be noted only for contrast purposes. The key factor in the development of NAWDEX

and the RML Network was the availability of an infrastructure of organizations that

already manifested some level of service provision of the sort to be provided by the new .

system. So much has already been noted. What was not stressed above is the fact th:t.

the components of the infrastructure already had also a very Significant resource analog-

ous to capital goods. Specifically, in the case of ti)e RML Network, the Regional LiEtrar-.

ies and the Resource Libraries were selected for their roles in the new system on the
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basis of their existing document .1oldingsparticularly their collection of bimedicalt

journals. The dollar value of such journal holdings at the typical Regional Library can be

estimated as greater than $1,00,000 with annual increments in the neighborhood of

$100,000. 'De system's aggregate holdings of .clocumentory materials, upon which seitfice

provision depends, is certainly in excess of $100 million. In effect, the government could

"lease" this. resource and pay for its_ exploitation as a service ingredient for about

$3 million per year.

The point to be drawn, is that while'the government contribution Of capital funds

(and in the case of OCLC, capital goods) is essential to the establishment of new or

greatly expanded services, the nongovernment participants do not come to the collective

enterprise empty handed. The implication for NEDRES development is that start-up

investment costs can be held to a minimum if a portion (the larger the better) of the

resource provisioning responsibility can be tielegated to key, nongovernmental partici-
.

pants. U, for example, the final NEDRES plan requires the involvement nf some number

of regional or local service centers, the organizat,s upon which such service centers

will be based should be chosen in pail because of their status as holders of numerical

data resources, not because they are potential users or because they happen to be gov-

ernmental Organizations. It might be- pushing the point too far; but- it also might be

beneficial if such key participants were also chosen on the batis of their ownership of

domputer resources.

3.2.3.5 User Charges rd Cost Recovery'

The practice of charging a fee for the use of a service is usually associated with

the operations of a commerciaL enterprise. However, such practices are not the exclu-

sive prerogative of the business community: There is also a broaa range of transactions

that are not strictly commercial where fees are imposed. The examples of the physician,

the private lawyer, and the teacher as service providers have already been mentioned. It.

is also true -that all leyels of government' engage in what might be called quasi- -

commercial practices. The parking meter fee is a mundane instance.

At the level of the federal government, Such arrangements are often more complex

and can have contradictory politiCal overtones. Consequently, in 1959, an effort was

undertaken to impose a consistent and simplified logic on fedeial practices. This effort

resulted in OMB. circular No. A-25, which continues to be the principal guide for federal
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practices., It specifies that ,when "a serv-ice . . . provides special benefits . . . beyond

thoie that accrue to the public at large, a charge should be imposed to recover the full
itof v

cost . . 1 of rendering that service." Another key stipulation is that "fair market value

should be obtained for the sale or lease of government owned propoerty." Reasonable

provisions are included for excluding nonprofit institutio4 from fee liability and for

avoiding situations where the cost of fee c011ection would be disproportionately high.

While there r6main some political and ideological issues not completety: resolved,

there now exists a reasonable consensus for accepting the concept of cost recovery for
.....

information serVices provideby federal agencies. Indeed the current administration

places Considerable emphasis on user charges.

The main stresses surrounding the process at-the oper tional level are linked to the

timing of the imposition of cha'rres and the use of charges to accomplish ends other thati
4

cost recovery. In regard to the latter practite, the intent is usually to discourage what

have been called "frivolous" requests. For example, GEOSCAN imposes a'$lO fee per

request. This nominal charge is not linked to cost. Current plans call for a comprehen-

sive review of the fee question when GEOSCAN reaches full-scale operations.
i

The timing factor comes into play because oi the goal of the advocates of a given

service to have that service achieve a high degree of user acceptance as quickly as

possible. A free service is perceived by, such advocates as having a better chance of

capturing all its prospective users quickly, compared to a service for which a fee is

charged. Most such advocates (given circular A-25 as a' constraint) are Willing to' con-

template the gradual impositions, of fees after the initial "user capture" is completed.

How complicated this can become is illustrated by the evolution of the fee process in the

RMINetwork case.

In the beginning, service to end users was fyr. However, the Network was, in a

sense, victimized by its own success. Demand expanded far more rapidly then the sup-.

port budget. Growing marginal costs were being carried by the Regional and Resource

Libraries who had been led to expect to 4reak even. To remain economically viable,

there Was no option but to ask the end user (or the -end User's employer organization) to

pay for each itern delivered. The whole prOcess is somewhat frOnic because the initial

intent had beer to ,provide documents delivery services for those least able to arrange

access such as students and workers in the allied health care fields.(
-25-
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In contrast, the private sector systems such as OCLC and he SSDA Networkere

highly dependent on user fees froth their beginnings: In fact, this leads to the considgra:

tion-of the second subpattern. Both private sector systems haa'no C.apitil baseno form

of apital reserves. Consequently, both adopted a form of prepayment in the gUise*of

membership dues. Also, it should be noted, the "metrbers" were not individual end users

but the organizations within which the end users wOrked. In the case of the SSDA Net-

Avork, ,the 4initiation" fee was relatively high and this might have been a fa;ctor in the
.

ultimate demise of the SSDA Network. In any case, no governiientooperated system used

this technique for cost rebriery.
_

Th e. noteable eiclusion from both patterns is NAWDEX. NAWDEX has no initiition

fee but has had a cost-linked fee.13tit- transaction from the outset. In fact, tVt most

distinctive feature of the NAWDEX in this matter is the fine-grained differentiations

made in the dost-fee connections. These differentiations are intended to engender

fairness in the price to end users, making it not only proportionate to the cost to,the

provider Out also coenmensurate with the benefits obtained. (NAWDEX also features a

minimum charge in recognition of the fact that the expen(s of collection should not

exceed the afrunt collected.)

The only systellti in the reference group to achieve full cOst recovery from user fees

is OCI:C. It is constrained to do so because no other significant source of revenue is

available. The SSDA Network could not recover its full costs and when supplemental

funding from federal sources declined, it was no longer viable. The government operated

systems are all .subsidizea\ to some degree but the exact amount or proportion of cost

recovery is not known (and.is probably not knowable). The partial subsidy of end users by

the government . is justified on the basis of the public good achieved by information

dissemination in areas of public interest such as health care and water resource manage-
.

ment. However, based on the experience of the RML Netwock, there is a visible trend

toward -a proportionate reduction in the subsidy. Wereritially, the curtlent rule appears

to be that the greater the proportion of cost recoverable from end users the better.

3.2.3.6 Operating Procedures

In order to provide an integrated picture of operating procedures across the five

,
refth.ence systems, it is useful to adopt the end users' perspeCtive on the sequence. Froqi

that perspective, the pretransaction condition is the recognition on the part of the end
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usgr that a gap exists in his/her information resources and teat filling the gap is essential

if en immediate work goal is to be achieved.- .

The next step is a search for the specific information resources that will fill the

gaill For all but one of the reference systems, the search step Is a system function:. the

exception is the RML Network. Searcyervices are not offered-by the RML Network,- as

such, but are usually available through some other arrangements with the host organize-

tion (e.g., access to print indexes or uch online search servciesr MEDLINE).
. ..

Among the remaining reference sytems, another distinction comes into pley: that

is the degree to which the provider serves as agent or interlocutor in the search activity.

For example, OCLC requires the end user to functiocely in a do-it-yourself mode.

The SSDA Network approach was one in which the needed resource was identified by a

manual search of inventory files by an employee of the servicesometimes with the end
^4,user as a direct participant and other times with the end user as a passive onlookert

GEOSCAN provides mainly mediated machine search serv.ices. Again, however,

NAWDEX provides the most relevant precaent by offering an option to the end user.

Computerized searches of the inventory file can either be conducted independently by

the end user or in a collaborative mode or in a mediated mode whereby a service center

operative conducts the search on the basis of a structured request.

The next step is the actual delivery of the information tesoUrce. At this stage, the

nature of the material delivered and the manner of delivery are inextricably intermixed.

For example, what is delivered by OCLC is a non-numerical record (i.e., a corpplete

catalog entry) and delivery is Made via the same computer terminal by which the search

was initiated. In contrast, the RML Network delivers tonventional printed documents

piecemeal or in setsin*full text form after a delay of hours or days.

The product from the SSDA Network, GEOSCANi and NAWDEX can be most simply

envisaged as a reel of Magnetic tape containing numerical data. In the SSDA Network

case, these data recordings were drawn from the Network's own holdings. In GEOSCAN

and particularly in NAWDEX, th files are mainly held "outside" the sjrstem and
. .

second level of mediation can come into play in that an employee of the service can act

to mediate the delivery transaction by endorsing the legitimacy of the user's work or by

providing other reassurances to the holder. However, the end usett can also ask for him/

herself if they understand the delivery procedures which may be unique to the holder in

question.
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The implications from these referential experiences for. NEDRES seem dear:

variability in end-user needs and capabilities make it a positive virtue to be able to
provide a_ wide range of possible degrees of participation in both the search and the

delivery stages of the operational procedure.

3.2.3.7 Publicity; Promotion, and User Training

1

,

, Most'?)1, the referencei systems are not effectively advertised. For some, specifi-
cally the RML Network, very rapid growth in demand level is seen as possibly having

more negative than positive consequences. -Indeed, the demand growth already exper-

ienced in the absence of systematic promotion efforts has carried some negative conse-

quences in the sense of enlarging costs more rapidly than revenues. However, the signal

dangerk is usually perceived to be, the possibility of severe overload on capacity and it has

been that threat that apparently has kept promotion at a low-key level for all the refer-

ence systems.

Low-key promotion is also wideljr seen as being commensurate with the value

system of academiathe institutional environment of several of the systems. Even

OCLC, which is now thoroughly commerical and which has been upgrading its promo-

tional effort, grew into a succeisful system on the basis, mainly, of word-of-mouth
promotion within the relatively tightly knit community of academic librarianship.

The possible exception to this general characterization is NAWDEX which was

much more actively promoted but still to a degree far below what would be undertaken in

a true comme 'cal enterrse.

b NEDRES i in a position that appears to require at least a level of promotional
effort comparabge to that undertaken by the NAWDEX staff because the NEDRES consti-

tuency is more diversified both in topical interest and in institutional form than either

the NAWDEX constituency or any of the constituencies of the other systems. Such

diversity undermines the word-of-mouth promotion that takes place in homogeneous

groups.

Among the reference systems, the one that has made the heaviest investment in

user training is the SSD,/ Network. Part of that committment probably derives from the

fact that the SSDA Network managers were all practicing teachers and another part
probably derives from the relative difficulty in working with the social science data. In

il
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other words, users had to be trained to some degree in order to have any secondary use of

the data at all.

At the other extreme, the RML Network has spent virtually nothing on end-user

trainingunderstandably because use requires little in the way of special skill. However,

training was not and is not absent from the RML Network agenda. The training effort

expended has, however, been aimed at the service providers at the periphery of the

network. Special instructional materials and some "hands-on" teaching were and are pro-

vided to operative personnel at the service unit level.

The other reference systems rely mainly on instructional materials that are in-
..

tended to support user' self-training. NAWDEX augments such materials with some

workshop-style conferences where they can reach sizeable groups of users with a few

presentations, but still get the personal interaction that is lacking in a progranr that

depends exclusively on printed instructions.

Orie of the conclusions that emerges from an across-systerns look is that user

training can be a very costly enterprise. If the conjecture that most NEDRES users will

be on-again/off-again clients, a heavy investment in end-user training .does not seem to

be justifiable. Probably users should be made aware if the elementary contact proce-

dures 'and be given materials to support self-instructiOrf but the best skill repository is

probably the in-system providers of service.

Commercial advertising agency people have convinced themselves that their func-

tion is partly, if not mostly, educational. While self-serving in context, the concept is
,

adoptable. In short, the posture ailopted by NEDRES could be to combine promotion and

training. 'All contacts, whether via printed materials such aS brochures or face-to-face

at conferences, should probably convey the two messages: (a) NEDRES can do this for

you, and (b) here is what you can do to effectuate the service.

3.2.3.8 Performance Measures

Few of the reference systems have instituted formal, structural performance

assessment programs. Growth in user-demand levels is usually taken as the key indica-

tor; even by the RML Nqwork where demand growth is perceived as a mixed .blessing.

One reason for the general disregard for peformance assessment is the cost of doing it

well, and another is the high degree of subjective judgment that is associated with avail-.

able performance criteria.
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In one sense, the poor status of performance assessment sets up an opportunity for

the NEDRES managers to break soe new ground. One approach would be to track the

ultimate outcome of a data acquisition transaction in the user's work output for a sample

of users. Some objective index of impact might be created if users were encouraged to

cite the data sources in their written products. In any case, some uncommon effort

toward detecting user dissatisfactions and collating these reports in some structured way

seems needed. 4

3.2.3.9 .Benefitt for Network Participants

This is another area that is apparently taken for granted by the managers of the

five reference systems. In the NEDRES case, one could also argue that access to other

people's data is what the users (in concert) say they want and that is just what, NEDRES

provides. However, the argument with respect to benefits can and should be made Or) a

moie analytical basis. If benefit-cost comparisons are taken as the analytic framework,

the benefit factor is, indeed, inherent in the value of the data obtained. While a dollar

figure cannot be assigned to such a benefit factor, the relationship is susceptable to a

form of quantitative analysis because the value is a constant. That is, the value of the

data will be the same regardless of the means by which it is obtained. Thus, the net

benefit (or improvement in the overall benefit-cost ratio) can cdme only by a relative

reduction in the cost factor.

That such a reduction is projectable is easy to demonstrate. The first phase in such

a demonstration is the 'recognition that data acquisition is at least a two-step process.

Step one is the identification of the data file and the tentative assessment of the rele-

vance of the contents thereoi. Without NEDRES, such a step could be very costly with

respect to the user's time.

The second step is taking physical possession of a copy of the data file. While any

cost figure would be pure speculation, the crucial parameter is that the hold& would

have complete control over the transaction; the u.Ser could exercise no Cost control short

of foregoing acquisition of the data file. NEDRES would provide some balance in any

negotiations between user and holder by the very fact that both parties would share

membership in the confederation, and by other mechanisms as well (e.g., a form of

witnessing any attempt to exploit the situation).



Beyond the. specific cost reduction factor for the user, some of the byproducts of

the transactions might be, or become ,. very significant. For examplet users will be prone

to explain to holders what application& they hope to make of the holder's data. In some

instances, that may be a requirement for access. In any case, such a transaction should

be educational for the holdent-providing news of local technical developments if nothing

else.

Similarly, contacts are likely between users who will sometimes represent widely

variant disciplines. This could lead to sbrne crosi-discipline idea generation of benefit to

all concerned including the public at large.

These suggestions lead, in turn, to the prospect that the NEDRES managers should

consider devising some means to elicit reports of constructive incidents of this kind and

for collating such reports so that in combination they would constitute a meaningful body

of evidence on the benefit issue.

4.0 INTEGRATED ALTERNATIVES

One of the possible inferences to be drawn from the ENDEX operational experience

is that user access is really not greatly facilitated if the number of service portals is left

very low; if the geographic distribution of suck-service points is 'not very well correlated

to the distribution of. the total 'potential user population, and if the service is only

narrowly publicized. The latter point is a particularly delicate one because the full

implications, accentuate the value ambiguities between activities that are linked to

"pure" research and activities that are semicommercial in nature. For many scientists,

promotional activities and scientific values are antithetical: i.e., one cannot promote

something and remain objective at the same time. It can be argued, however, that a

distinction needs to be made between support services for science and technology 'and the

substance of research and development. The supportgikvices will not be fully utilized

unless the prospective beneficiaries are aware that the services exist. Moreover, promo-

tion is just one component in a wide array of activities that are crucial to the survival of

support service operations. The main point is that if the NEDRES is to generate the

level of utilization .needed to justify its existance, and if. it is to'generate th level of

revenue needed to defray a significant fraction of its operational costs, must be

managed in a way that incluCies adaptations of practices ,that have been pr en in com-

mercial applications. Designing it as.ea quasi-academic subsidy to pure res4arch is not
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only hypocritical but is likely to generate a kind of schizophrenia in the formulation of

policy.and procedures.

If the commitment can be made to a coherent approach based on commercial

values and practices, the configurational options for the voluntary confederation become

much less ambiguous. -one basic precedent for the confederation is that of the sd-called

user group. In a very real sense, the confederation can be planned to incorporate the

attributes of a consumers cooperative that have shown themselves to contribute to

,eff1ive operation of commercial bibliographic search services Ind the sustenance of

customer loyalty in the personal computer market.

This emphasis on the consumer group model as a major source of conceptual guid-

ance does not mean, however, that the otter models are devoid of constructive concepts

that are transferable to the NEDRES develoPment effort'. Indeed, the reference systems

that we have examined at such length_ are all concrete instances of one of the other

conceptual models. Specifilcally, the organiztition of the SSDA Network incorporated

many of the features of a discipline-based association while the other fourreference

systems either arose from consortia (i.e., OCLC and the RML Network) or adopted

significant-features from such a model (GEOSCAN and NAWDEX).

Based on the relative successes of the reference sYstems, One might infer that the

association model should be disregarded. It is true that some practices of associations,

such as a dependance on dues, are probably not appropriate for a system such as
.t

NEDRES. However, it is possible to.be seleCtive. For exaMple, associations are probably

most effective in carrying out the communication function: most operative associations

were founded to perform just that function. This suggests that selective emulation in the

communication area would be constructive. Furthermore, it suggetts that regardless of

how NEDRES is configured internally, it should seek external links with associations in

the relevant disciplines as a means of augmenting its own internal,.communications

activities. Specifically, it would serve all well if the appropriate associations were to

publicize NEDRES as part of their normal procedures for the dissemination of news to

their members.

The cOnsortium model provides an even richer reservoir of adoptive practices.

Several of these will be emphasized in the discussion that follows. However, the point

can be illustrated by just reiterating. the proposition that the bedrock of consortium

operation is the process of resource sharing in ways intended to minimize costs to the
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organizational' participants. This basic feature is, of course, central also to the justifica-

tion for NEDRES.

In summary, we can draw selectively from all three conceptual models. However,

none of the models provides a complete configurational Option. Moreover, our target has

, been to contrast just two such options. Fortunately, the residual ambiguities can be

localized into- two alternatives, the crpcial delineator for which is _the derrnition of

membership. Succinctly, one option`requires the differentiation of leyels of Membership

and the other option does not. To minimize unintended connotation, the twO alternatives

will be labeled simply as Option A and bption B.

4.1 Structure end Governance

Option A, the multilevel option, would have the structure of a two-ring star. The

first ring would consist of up to 160 local service centers.. These centers would be based

in institutions that have a strong environmental research capability and where much of

the research funding support comes from the federal government through a variety of

agencies (not exclusively NOAA).* These Various research institutei are predominantly

affiliated with, colleges and universities and consequently have some level of built-in

responsibility to aid research and environmentally related projects in their vicinity.

These institutions also are likely to be both holders and inteniive users of environmental

data and to have at least minimal computer capabilities.

The second ring would consjst of all other local users and holders. It probably

should be rioted at this point that the user suriey results (MAXIMA, 1982b) provide a

strong indication that many prospectiye users are of the intermittent type; that is, they

need access to very specific numerical files every month or so, but not on a continuous

basis. Similarly, the findings suggest that such users would prefer that any fees be levied

on a per-use basis rather than a flat rate basis profiably in part because they are always

uncertain about what their own future needs 'Will be. Thus, the nature of this secondting

*Using Gale's Research Center Directory (7th Edition) and the 1982 Supplement, it was
dtriermined that there are at least 160 active research institutes doing work in meteorol-
ogy, oceanography, and other fields tol be covered' by NEDRES that have a permanent
staff of five or more full-time research professionals. These centers are well distributed
throughout the United States inclUding Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, with some
heavier but not sarprising concentrations in California and Florida.
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always would be somewhat nebulous in the sense that some end users might generate a
high rate of transaction for a brief period and then ila/e no needs for a time while other

end users picked up the pace.

The relationship with data holders could be similai in the sense that some holders

might have extensive, current and valuable files while others might have only minor data

resources. Likewise, some holders are likely to be readily amenable to rather open
distribution of their data while others will have restrictions and legitimate covenants for
access control. In some cases,, the service centers might be willing to'aet as depository

facilities and make a regular practice of accepting magnetic tape copies of data files
4rom those holders having a policy of unrestricted access.

k

, Option B, the, single-level option, would look,more akin to the Association model;

all participants would be "members:'" The central NEEikES staff would transact with
these members on an individual basis much as the central secretariat of American
Geophysical Union works with the Union members. Both the pros and the cons can be
confidently anticipated based on the experiences of such national (or international)
associations. On the pro side, for example, there is no "middle-man" who 'might fail tO
relate.effectiveiy with the end users or who might .garble communiques from the central

secretariat to such end users. On the con side, there is the chronic problem of keeping
contact with a large, mobile and heterogeneous group of ffidividuals. While "members hip"

implies equality of status, the level of enthusiasm is certain to: vary from member to
member and from time to time for each individual.

The structural distinction between Option A and B leads directly to distinction in

governance arrangements. In Option A, the numbe of "members" would be relatively
small anci made up of institutions rather than indi *duals. Probably the simplest and most

effective governance arrangement would be to establish some form of Advisory Panel of
institutional representatives. The composition of such a Panel could be determined by a

form of plebiscite tha-t would provide an aura of democracy. However, it is doubtful that

the membership would actually tulfill the criterion of being an "informed electorate."
Consequently, a more efficient and in the long run the more equitable arrangement might(

be to have the composition of the Panel determined by a rotation procedure where\
regional and subject-area interesit could be kept in balance. The Panel yould be "advi-

. sory" in the sense that the main functions of the' Panel would be to provide' corrective
feedback on the quality of the resource base and service arrangements plus providing a
politically potent channel to the NOAA and Commerce Department policy-making levels.
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(A good model from the functional poffit of view is the Board of Regents of the National

Library of Medicine.)

The .governance pattern for Option B would be, more complicated. Given the larger

number of members, the appropriate governance arrangement might be more like 'a
constituent assembly which, itself, might number more than 100 members. The. format

for selectin such represtntatiVes should probably be based on subject-area interests.

Again, ts t
kg,

align them in Sections in the mode of the AAAS. Then representatives of each
Section could be selected by direCt ballot in a number proportional to Section size. The
Constituent Assembly could then structure itself by way of standing committees, task
groups, etc.y as the situation required. An Executive Committee of the Assembly could

serve the same, functions as the Advisory Panel in Option-A.

ation model is informative. Individual members could be required to

It should prob4gy be noted as a caveat. at this point tt-lat ara gdvernance arrange-Y-

ment carries certain Inherent risks. Instigating the governance procedures can be inter-

preted as implying that some power is delegated to the governance apparatus. The

question of what happens in the case of a disagreement between the constituency of
members and the federal sponsor, should probably be confronted in advance. If the power

delegation is not valid and is discerned as such by the constituency, a negative backlash
is Conceivable that could undermine the whole system. On the surface, Option B appears

to be more susceptable to this threat than does Option A.

4.2 Communications Procedures

The two basic options also generate somewhat different patterns for providing
communication back and forth between NEDRES and it's users. 'In Option A, the process

would fall naturally into a relatively decentralized mode. For example, each of the local

service centers would produce its own newsletterintermixing local coverage with
natiOnal-level material fed in from the NEDRES central office staff. This arrangement
would follow the pattern of the newsletter procedures used. by the Regional Medical
Library Network. ,

A major feature of Option A, however, is the favorable preconditions for th'e

implementation of frequent local gatherings of end users. Such face-to-face, informal
4

conclaves are allegedly the rnain source of participant cohesion in the usel: groups for'

commeecial online services and the customer groups put together by the microcomputer
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vendors that were mentioned previously., In Option A, each of the 160 or so local service

centers could function as conveener (but; once having fulfilled that function should

probably stand aside and let the end users organize theMselves). A possible problem that

grows from such an arrangement would be the mixed composition of such local groups in

regard to their subject area interests and their institutional backgrounds. Such hetero-

"geneity Might be divisive, but it might also be a source of cross-fertilization.

At the national level, the emphasis would be put on the periodic meeting of the

Advisory Panel. It is conceivable that a plenary session of representatives from all 160

member organizations could be usefulparticularly during the formative stagebut
economic considerations would surely discourage any extended involvement in national

meetings by members, much less end users. The possibility of bringing sizeable bodies of

end users together by means of adjunctive meetings tied to national conventions of
various scientific and engineering societies might be a useful device, but would be even

more appropriate for Option B.

The basic element in Option B communications procedures, however, would proba-

bly be a national newsletter. It is reasonable to assume that the total membership made
up of end users under Option B would number in the 3-4,000 range. This figure would

permit good economies of scale in the production of the newsletter and would be easily

handled by a modest computerized address file.

itie main form *of conclave would be an annual or, semiannual meeting of the Con-

stituent Assembly which could either take the form of an independent meeting or be held .

in conjunction with other organization's conventions as`suggested above.

4.3 Legal Agreements

Under Option A, member status would be virtdally a contractual obligation and
probably should be formalized as suchlt_shouldinsecognized explicitly at this point
that under Option A there would exist a form of mild coercion on the established (and

federally subsidized) research institutions to become NEDRES 'service centers. No

explicit contingency relationship between participation and federal support could be
drawn and, in any case, such institutions would have at least a nominal press teiward such

forms of community service as part of their intrinsic value system.
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To be entirely candid, the local service centers would function as marketing

instruments as well as Providers a NEDRES ser?vices. The real responsibilities of this

dual role should be spelled out in an unambiguous way by a form of letter-of-agreement

if not by a more elaborate legal contract.

Under .OptiOn A, the precise nature of the legal relationship between the local

service provider and the end user could be left to be more ad lib, once.the primary link

was formalized. In fact, because of the anticipated fluidity and unpredictability of

service needs on the part of most end users, the secondary link should probably not be

formalipd at all in most cases. Some end users who might generate relatively heaVy

traffic might also wish to lock in a favorable status such as a volume discount but these

details should be decided on a local level.

Under Option B, the precedent established by the NAWDEX arrangements provides

an admirable modela proven success. Thus, each member would be asked to affirm his

or her (individual or corporate) commitment to collaborate in the development/

refinement/expansion of the service. Whether one or (as in NAWDEX) two instruments

of agreement would be optimal does not appear to b? a crucial-question. However, for

those parties who would function as both holder-providers and users, a special instrument

might be required to recognize their more burdensome role as source of actual data and'

to formally recognize whatever proprietary rights they might wishho impose. (Notice of

any such restrictions should probably be incorporated in the corresponding entry in the

NtDRES holdings file.)

4.4 Means of Financial Support; User Charges and Cost Recovery

There are four possible general rnechanism revenue generation that involve

payments by users. These mechanismi can be characterized as follows:

o Purchase chu geb for print-on-paper versions-of the data-file inventory

o Connect-time fees or print-out fees for an on-line seach of the 5omputerized.
inventory

o Membership dues

o Broker-fee shares from resojsVlolders
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There are many variations within each of the means. For example, the print=on-

paper version. of the inventory could be marketed on a direct-mail basis so that NEDRgS

could acquire all revenue so generated that was above the costs of physical production.

To make the example concrete, it is not inconceivable that 3,600 copies of sual an

inventory could be sold at a gross return per copy in the $20 range which could generate

a revenue of $60,000.. Actual costs of production and distribution would probably be in

the range of $10 per copy so a net return in 30,000 r ge LS a reasonable projection.

(It should also be noted, however, that si ificant investment costs are hidden in such

figuto,Specifically, the costs of aonstructing the inventory from a survey of source file

hOlders should be rePresented on a pro-rata basis if a comprehensive accounting effort

were to be required.)

'Similarly, the inventory would need to be brought up to date periodicallyprobably

annuallyand a charge could be levied for such products. Consequently, regular annual

revenues on the order of $18,000 to $20,000 would b attainable.

Special editions of the inventory could also be arketed. For example; the main
.5

irklex could be subdivided by topic and, in effect, sold in sections. Likewise, some users

will be interested only in data frbm a particular geographic area so special editions could

be assembled that were organized on an area basis. The point is that once a cOmpr\ehen-

sive inventory is available in computer readable form, variant editions c be prdduced

even for relatively small-sized markets, because production costs are low.

The revenue flow from connect-time fees or print-out fees are contingent on th

concition that the computer-readable version of the i'nventory file will be made available

through a commercial vendor. The typical arrangement by file producers with such

vendors is a royalty .provision. Taking into account typical connect-time charges

$50 to $100 per connect-hour), average search durations and the total size of the user

market, royalty revenues could be in the domain of from $50,000 to $150,000 per ifear.

The variations could come in utilization of discount- arrangements. For example, holders

of vtuable source files Who made such files readily available-to-other users-rnight be

rewarded for such practices by being given substantial discounts or eveh gratis connect-

time privileges.

The variation of charging users only for the print-Out file entries would have the

advantage of aPparent fairness tousers. For 'example, if a search failed to uncover a

'relevant data resource, no charge would be made. ,
A good middle ground might be to
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impose a very low connect-time charge and rely mainly on such A print-out fee for the

bulk of. search service revenue.

The use of dues as a source of revenue is more problematic. While several of the
reference systems employed a dues arrangement, namely OCLC and S4aA, such dues

were implicit substitutes for fees for services. In other words, the "members" paid dues

either as a means of capital investment in the establishment of the service, or as a
. s

means of compensation on a pm-rata basis for a share of the services provided. Presum-

ably, it is more genteel to pay dues as opposed to paying a fee. In any case, none of the
government-managed services among the reference systems used this device for revenue

generation. .If it were adopted by NEDRES, however, it is possibl that dues could serve

two purposes: (a) as a form of prepayment that would guaran ee the subse ent p vision
._

of services at a discount and (b) as a constraint on frivolous of e s m. Opera-

tional dues could be the direct equivalent of a one-time charge for the access Code to the

computer-readable inventory file. )
,

Finally, there will be some instances in which holders of valuable source data files

will require monetary compensation for making such files available to "outside" users. In

such cases, it could be feasible for the holder to share a part of such a fee with NEDRES

fnasmuch as the whole basis for' the transaction would be provided by NEDRES. In short,
. .

If EDRES would act as a "broker" for such transactions and would qualify for a broker's

fee. There were no useful precedents provided by the study of reference systems and

there is no empirical basis for estimating the frequency or dollar value of such transac-
tions. However, the results of the user survey provide some grounds for suggesting that

_

the gross-dollar amount of such revenue would probably be relatively minor compared to
.

the other sources such as online search royalties. On a guess-work basis, perhaps $2,000

to $3,000 per. ann u Might' be achieved by this means If it were implemented,,

In summary; the most promising sources of revenue for NEDRES appear to be the
equivalent of royalty income from either or both the sale of the print-on-paper 'version of

_

the inventory file and connect-time charges for access to the computerized version of
,

that file. .The:combined revenue froig both sources could be in the area of from $100,000

ta more than $200,000 per year. .
, d

The actual amodht that would come into the-AISC account Would vary, however,
depen9ng on the configuration of the confederation of participants. Under OPtion A, for

exam le, the, 'total niarket for the print-on-paper version of the inventory might be
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constricted. Potential end users would know that the local service center would have the

inventory and thus, the end users would be able to trade-off the cost of owning their own

copy against the inconvenience of using the copy held at the local service center. Under

Option B, end users would have to make some rather cumbersonie sharing arrangement to

avoid the need to own their own copy of the 4nventbry.

With respect to online searching, the same effect would be amplified. That is,

under Option A, most searches would be mediated by, the local service center. The

service center yould be billed-dor connect-time by the online vendor and they would pass

such costs on to end users; perhaps adding a service fee on top of the connect-time
costs. Under Option B, end users would be conducting their own searches and so would

pay only connect-time costs. If.it were the policy of NEDRES to mlnimize*charges to
end users, in the interests of encouraging high use rates, Option A would pose the choice

of 'either adding to the user's costs or sacrificing a portion of the royalty from the

commercial yendor as a way of keeping the connect-time charge as low as possible.

To summarize, the 'Option A arrangement creates a classic "middle-man" situation

and consequently generates a cIrn on- the- revenue that otherwise would come from end

users direct to. NEDRES. The imposition, of dues, or dbroker fee arrangement, or both,
wouldndt ameliorate this revenue diversio. n but you'd only add more complications.

4.5 Publicity

LAck, of adequate publicity is likely tciiialie bdeii à faCtor in the relatively low level
a

of demand for services than was charactetistic of ENDEX, the NEDRES predecessor

system. If so, there it some justification for giving particular attention to this activity

- in the advanCed planning'for the new system.

Many of the features of a more,adequate publicity program would apply equally to

either Option A or Option,B (dr any other configuration). Cdnsequently, it seems appro-

priate to begin this section- with a broad overview before proceeding to those aspects of a

program that would be associated with one of the Options but nOt the other.

At the broad level, there are at least three possible formal modes of delivery arta

one inf ormal mode.
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The formal modes are as follows:

o Brochures

o Printed advertising

Demonstrations

The informal mode is simply word-of-moUth.

The brochure mode was apparently the_ main mode used to publicize ENDEX. It is

not known how widely or by what procedures. the ENDEX brocl)ures were 'distributed so

there are no compelling lessons to be learned from that experience. However, close

examination of the ENDEX brochure, itself, can identify some possible weaknesses that

are correctable. Fci example, the ENDEX brochure (NOAA/PA 74014, 1976-Rev.) des-

cribes both ENDEX and a bibliographic seareh service called OASIS in such a way as to

create some ambiguity about whether there are two systems or some form of mixed or

hybrid system. Likewise, the brochure does not give more than a very general descrip-

tion of the servicezproduct outcome that could be expected by a user. The intellegibility

of the discourse is good in the sense that the narrative is cleae. However, it is not made

very explicit about what a "data file" might contain or how one would actually access

such a file once it was identified by an ENDEX search. The half-tone photos presented

seem to show a user arranging to conduct a search. These photos ar e very ambiguous and

do not even convey any particular human interest because the tentative user's face is not

shown. The space (and cost) might better have been emplOyed to show a sample of a

typical data print-out or what .a "detailed inventory of a large, commonly Used file"

Might look like.

In.short, it seerns -possible that a.brochure could be devised for NEDRES that would

be a somewhat better information Vehicle for prospective users than the one for ENDEX.

The next question is how should such an improved brochure would be distributed.

Professional Promoters recognize that direct mail distribution is not very efficient in the

sense o the low proportion of recipients by whom the substantive, message is actually

.perceived. Even so, direct mail can be cost-effective because the cost per contact is

also low. Moreover, cost-effectiveness can be enhanced by some selectivity in the

choice of target audiences. In the case of NEDRES, the membership lists Of the appro-
.

priate scientific and professional associations wOld be a useful base. Some such lists
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provide supplementary information, such as research specializations that could be used to

refine the target set. A particularly important target set would be individuals identi-

fiable as information "gate keepers" who would be in a position to retransmit the' sub-

stance of the brochure to a large secondary audience. College and university faculty

members in relevant departments and librarians in academic and research libraries would

meet this criterion.

Printed' advertising should also be targeted. 'The obvious vehicles would be the

professional periodicals in each' of the specialty fields that make up evironmental science

and technology.

4.6 Operating Procedures and Training Functions

The operating procedures for the utilization of the computerized NEDRES catalog

under both Options A and B can be succinctly described. Under Option A, the password

or access code to the NEDRES holding file would be exclusively in the hands of the local

service center while /Under Option B, all "members" would have their own (self-

identifying) access code.

Under Option A, the members in the form of the local service centers would pro-

vide the computer terminal equipment that would permit online call-up of the NEDRES

file for end users. UndeOption B, the end users would be required to provide 'or obtain

their own terminal facilities but this is prO'bably a minor problem given the proliferation

of such equipment now throughout the "sd-tech" community.

However, there will be more to NEDRES operations than just searching the file. To

get a more complete picture ol operating procedures, we need to look at the complete

scenario of end-user activities and we'must examine also the operational activities of the

other participants. Thus, in a sense, NEDRES as a whole is composed of a set of opera-

tional functions which are divided among classes of participants. The overall set will not

vary much across the two strategic_alternatives, but the allocation of responsibility will

so vary.

This overall set of operational functions can be summari2ed as follows:

1: 'Holder identification

2. Holder description (e.g., nature of organization)
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3. Source (data) file identification

4. Source (data). file description (i.e., countent parameters)

5. Characterization of (holdir-imposed) access procedures

6. File description aggregationpreparation of a composite inventory

7. Preparation of an index to the inventory

S. Identification of potential end users

9. Provision of end-user access to inventofy files

10. Provision of end-user access to source (data) file(s)

11. Facilitation of data utilization by end user

12. Transaction outcome evaluation (including cost)

13. Initiate cost reduCtion/control adaptations

14. Initiate product/service quality enhancements

To carry out these basic .operational functions, there are three or four kinds of

participants depending on the configuration. Under Option A, there are four consisting

of .source file holders, sourc 5 file end users, system administrators, and transaction

facilitators. Under Option the transaction facilitator, as a separate type of partici-

pant, drops out of the configuration.

The system administrator would have the primary responsibility for operrional

-functions 111-7, particularly during the early stages of system operation. However, as the

system begins to gather some momentum, such operational functions, such as holder

identification, should become more distiibuted. For example, holders of numerical data

files who are not initially identified, will hear about the system once it is providing

services and many of tire holders will probably step forward to identify themselves.

. Likewise, formulating the description of the data file and access procedures, will be

more delegated to holders as the system matures.

A somewhat similar evolution will take place with. respect to end-user identifica-
I

tipn access io file and data utilization.' With growing experience, users will take more

initiative dJcome more autonomous.

involv

ion A, both these evolutionary trends would be amplified by the

äf the local service center in the role of transaction facilitator. Specifi-

cally, for example, the operational function of identifying holders could be quickly dele-

gated to the local center as could end-user identification.



J
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Certain operational functions, Such as 'file description aggregation (which would

include updating once the adrvice was underway) and indexing, are probably more eco-

nomically accomplished in a centralized arrangementi.e., by the system administrators.
0

However, aside from these "resource maintenance" functions, economy would come from

a wider distribution of responsibility. Under Option B, the delegation would be in one

step from the central administrator to holders and users. Under Option A, the delegation
iwould be in tWo steps; first from central to local and then from local to the holders and

end users.

The training issue comes strongly into the picture at this point because for some

operati al functionh training would be needed before delegation could be implemented.

The phme example is represented, by operational function 1/9, provision of end-user

acces to the inventory file. This is the classic online search mode if the inventOry file is

com terizedas will be the case for NEDRES. It is true that online search skills are

now Jwidely available, and that some prospective end users could go directly tO a com-

plet ly' autonomous mode. However, it is also true that some end users would be virtu-

ally helpless unless provided with an expert intermediary to actively perform the search.

Under Option A, it is conceivable that the local service center staff in their roles

as transaction facilitators would not only provide the intermediary serivce if so

requested .but could also offer the particular course ol instruction that could permit end

users to conduct their own searches. Similat training could also be provided under Option
-

B by the central administrators but the ben fit to cost factor would be different.

Operational functions CO and #11 also generate similar problems. That is, some

end users will have difficulties .in negotiating access to the resource files on their own

and some, strange as it may seem, will have difficulties in making optimum use of the

data in the source files once they are acquired. In part, these difficulties derive from

the fact that end users are often intermittant participants: it does not pay them to learn

all the skills for so few transactions. With repsect to data utilization, it is also often the

case that the original data coding or format are not entirely compatable with the user's

system ands, that transformations of some kind .are required. Again, the ldcal service

center under Option A would be in a position to either fill the expertise gap in a consul-

tative mode or to provide a relatively intensive form of training.

To summarize, in part, there are approximately fourteen basic functions to be

performed in the operation of NEDRES. The distribution of these functions among
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participants tends to evolve over time such that all tend to be centralized early in the

evolution of the system, but the peripheral participants gradually take on more and more

responsibility as the system matures.
..

Option A appears to offer a possible advantage over Option 13- in this particular area

because of the mediational capacity of the local service centers.

4.7 PerArmance Measures
- _

From the viewpoint of the system's managers, the fundamental indicator of per-
formance will be the level of demand as measured by the frequency of' requests for

service. This indicator cuts across the configurational alternatives. In fact, this condi-
tion remains true for all measures of effectiveness. The criteria are the same because

the objectives are the same regardless of what configuration is adopted to meet the

otijectives.

However, this commonality of criteria does not mean that the options cannot be

differentiated. As might be expected, planners and managers will be confronted by
conflict between criteria. The trade-off that results from the attempt to resolve such
conflicts varies between the two configurational alternatives.

Before considering the trade-off distinctions, we need first to explore the criterion'

domain a bit more extensively. The framework for such an exploration is a rough approx-
0imation of benefit-cost analysis.

Our exploration can begin with an elaboration of the demand factor. One question
,

that arises is "what is the sufficiency level?" That is, is there a quantitative target th'at

can be asserted on rational grounds that would justify the investment in NEDRES?

Likewise, is there an optimum? Put another way, are there demand levels that are so

high that the consequence is negative to the survival of the system? (It should be

recalled that the RML NetwOrk experienced just such a problem. Moreover, it is a

common concern among information service professionals that the casual sequence:
intense promotion, high demand, overloaded capacity, low quality*service, disaffected

user, lost user, is valid.)

Another related complication relates to the rate of growth of demand. Here a

trade-off appears. A high initial growth rate will verify the community need and could

generate a useful flow of revenue. However,, such growth spurts are hard to control and

-
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could lead to capabtlity swamp-outs, misaligned; resources, and rapid fluctuations after

the ak demand levels were reached.

Typical of information service operations in general, it is unlikely that the.NEDRES

-will be able to successfully consuMate all requests for service. In other words, some

searches will yield nothing and some holdings identified by a search will not be as suit-

able to the user as hoped or will not be accesSable to a particular user ,at all. Thus, the

demand criterion needs to be tempered by some analytic indicator such as,the proportion

of successful utilizations.. As just implied, several sub-versions of a "success-ratiO" are

conceivablerelative to when the acquisition sequence is terminated. Early terminations

would. be "good" in the sense of lower costs while later terminations would indicate that

the search component of the system was working well. -

This leads us to cost as a criterion. For present purposes, cost analysis can be

restricted to system costs. At the simplest level, the criterion is to minimize system
_

costs; but again, such a criterion is probably too simple. Cost to the system per transac-

tiqn might be more meaningful and cost per successful transaction might be even more

so. !the prospect that there is a trade-off between cost to the system and cost to the

user will be covered in the next section.

-As we are beginning to see, demand rate and cost criteria can become fairly comp-

licatedbut both have the virtue of being measurable in relatively objective, quantita-

tive ways. A related criterion' is both deeper and less rigorous. It is connoted by the

term "resilient."

The point is that experience.suggests that systems such as NEDRES often do not

function in a particularly stable environment. Political, technological, and economic

factors can change quickly. Any indicator of resiliency would need to be a time-based

measure. Actually, none exist that are entirely satisfactory 1:Rt: in the NEDRES case, a

good approximation might be the rate at which the cost per successful transaction stabil-

ized or returned to a "normal" level after some external perturbation.

Given this brief tour of the domain of performance criteria, we can turn noW to the

differentiations related to the configurational options. For immediate purposes, we can

best express potential differitiations by a series of questionyied back to the criteria

just elucidated; to wit:
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o Which Option is likely to generate the most demand traffic?'

o Whkch Option will produce the best growth pattern?

o Which Option will yield the best success ratio (completed transaction/
requests)?

o Which Option will generate the least cost pet' transaction?

o Which Option will be more ti-esilient?"

The trade-off factors show up clearly in retponse to the I stion. In this

regard, It seems reasonable to suggest that Option A would ,provide more diversity of

component forms, each of which would be, relatively autonomous. Thus, it Would be

reasonable :that even i calamity struck one portion of the system, the remainder would

have a good chance of survival and renewel. (For example, a local service center might

be forced to close down for reasons tompletely unrelated to their NEDREScle.:,,Given

the potential geographic density, as many as 160 such iota' centers in the U.S., the

adjacent outlets should be able 'to absorb the shift,in demand without much disruption.)

On the other hand, Option B would permit more direct control Over user transactions. In

an emergency, the system as a whole could be quickly reconfigLied "for the duration" and

,
just as quickly returned to>pre-emergency form. 4

0 A
,

4.8 Benefits of Participation in the 'Network

Under this category; the perspective adopted is thal of the userin other words, we

are now concerned with the intended beneficiarivs of the services to be provided by

NEDRES.

As in the preceding analysis, the basic output, access to environmental data
-

resources, will not vary across configuratiOnal options. To attempt to distingtsh

between options, another set ol questions must _bcriTsked. The first is "do end users neecT

something other than data acceis from NEDRES?" _
. ,

Some answers come readily to mind.. For example, .the reduction of actess costs to

the user is a virtual certainty for most Prospective users as demonstrated by the analysis

of finding and physical acquisitiOn costs described in SeCtion 3.2.3.9. Any reduction in

siich costs improves -the user's cost-benefit situation because the benefit factor is a

constant. , r
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Speed and convenience of 'access _will also be improved for most data seeking

episodes for mast users. Moreovefr, convenience can be corrtrued in this instance to

include connotations of minimal. bureaucratic procedures and an implicit recognition of

the end user as &unique individual.

If these criteria are appropriate, the next question becomes "is one of the options

more likely to generate these benefits than'the other?"

In this matter, Option A appears to have a clear potential advantage because the

service provider will be geographically closer to the end userto the ddgree that face.-

to-face transactions should not only be possible, but should predominate in frequency.

It is conceivable that individualized attention could be given to end users under

Option B if the central NEDRES staff were large enough. It is also conceivable that the

local service center personne ould handle their Vansactions with end users in a highly

bureaucratic manner. However, t e -to-face situation is likely to inhibit the latter

mode of performance, but the critical factor is that under Option A, end users will have

a back-up channel of appeal and complaint. That is, end'users can appeal to the NEDRES

center if they do not get good service at the local level. Again, such an appeal proviso

could be incorporated in Option B, but it would not be as well linked to other end-user

practices, experiences, and concepts, as it would le 'under Option A. Under Option B

something like an ombudsman would be needed at NEDRES Central. Such a "remote

control" arrangement is unlikely to be highly effective.
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4.9 Summary Review

The overall Comparison between Opticn A and Option B is provided..in synoptic form
below.

Areas of
Comparison

TABLE 1

Major Operational Characteristics.of the Optional -
Configurations

Modes of Implementation
Option A OPtion B

I. Structure ex Governance Decentralized, two-ring star
structure: 'advise and consent on
policy and procedures via, panel
composed of representatives of
local servide outlets; feedback
provided by local user groups
attached to each outlet.

2. Communications

3. Legal Arrangements

4. Financial Support

5. User Charges

Emphasis on face-to face inter-
actions; user viz provider and
user to' user: locally edited
newsletter augmented by mate-
rials from NEDRES Central.

- Explicit contrl'ctuaI commit-
ment between NEpRES Central
and local service outlets: form
of obligational ar,rangement
between local outlet and local
user constituency on ad hoc
basis.

Both the costs of strviCe
sion (inel. user training and
computer hardware) and most
revenues (i.e., user fees) would
be shared between NEDRES

; Central and local service
outlets.

User fees would be levied and
collected at the time and place
of the service transaction.
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Centralized, and-ring star struc-
ture: advise and consent on
policy and procedures via, repre-
sentative constituent assembly'
and (Mainly) its executive com-
mittee; feedback also by direct,
acrlib channelsuser to NEDRES
central.

Mainly written plus tefephonic
interactions: newsletter edited
at NEDRE6 Central and pro-.
duced on mass production basis.

Explicit contractual agreement
between each individual user and
data holder and NEDRES.
Central.

All operational (seivice and
product fabrication) costs would
be born by NEDRES Central but
all revenues would also flow into
NEDRES Central.

Users would pay on-line search
charges to on-line -vendor who
would remit a royalty-type
payment to NEDRES Central.



Areas of Comparison

6. Operating Procedures -

7. Promotion & Training

8. Performance Measures

9.- Benefits of Network
Participation

Table I (continued)

Option A 71

Searches would be mediated
using expert searchers; user-
searcher side-by-side ' mode
would @e feasable: transactions
with. bjders would also be
mediated at user's discretion.

Emphasis on informal, word-of-
mouth_ profnotion: hands-on
training.in small grdup setting.

Provides means for direct expe-
riential evaluation inthe area of"
user problerbs/user satisfaction-
dissatisf action

Reduced acess cost plus colle--
gial informatIon_ exchange
beyond data file sharing.
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Option B
.6/

User would function in do-it-
yourself mode or with ad hoc
support from user's own organi-
zation (e.g:, the company or
university library staff).

. -

Emphasis on formal modes of
promotion (e.g., direct mail
brochures): training_ primarily
self-instr uctidn - mode using'
centrilly produced instnuctional
aids.

Would probably 'require periodic
user Surveys but enhances meat-
urement standardization and
'continuity lor trendassessment.

Reduced access costs only

- 4
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5.0 COMBINING THE OPTIONS: A arYBRID MODEL

Having examined two contrasting organizational arrangementi for a voluntary

confederation of NEDRES participants and having seen that each provides some,singular

. advantages, it becomes appropriate to consider the possibility of some font of reinte-

gration or hybridization between the main options. Such a possibility can be affirmed if

a differentiation between subrclasses of users is acceptable.s

There-is a rough rule-of-thumb in the Operation of an information service that 80%

of the demand traffic will come from 20% of the users. The NEDRES user survey

(MAXIMA, h) findings reveal the prospect of a similar pattern spedfically for NEDRES.

Many information service operations, particularly large-scale, centralized systems, have

pr9blems with this demand pattern because .of their need to achier economi serEsMale
..,. .. . ..

by standardizing transactiohs. 1nthe,.piesent case, this lopsided demand.,pattern can be
. .

-

-turned into-a net advantage.

The reiultant hybrid concept is illustrated in Figure 3. AS is apparent, transactions

are permitted on both a local, mediated basis and by a more direct, do-it-yourself mode.

'Some iiighly sophisticated users will be able to operate directly on the database and such

-users and most _holders will be able to.interact directly with NEDRES Central from the

outset. Others may start in the more dependant mode of working through the local ser-

vice outlet until they build their own search skills or their transaction rate increases or

both, whereuPon they can "graduate" to the direct mode.

In the- meantime, the user grouP sponsorship responsibility will remain with the

local service outlet organization and all typeS of users and holders will be encOuraged to

be actiie members.

A possible line of . criticism of the hybrid concept is that it makes distinctions

among users that might-be interpreted as invidious and that dould lead to inequities in
.
the level or quality of service to the various sub-sets of uSers. The basic rejoinder to

such a criticism is that it is entirely speculative and that there are strong, built-in safe-

guards against inequitous arrangement in any- such service that is under the overall

administrative control of a federal agency.

b,r:
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While this rejoinder might be enough, it is useful to take a more positive stance in
_

. support of the hybrid concept. At a general level, it can be asserted that user differen-
tiation is essential for the operation of any service that sets individualizaiion as an

.,

objeL-tive. in effect, sub-set differentiation can be perceived as a way-station or as

partial fulfillment of this objective.

On a more detailed lever; the evidence accumulates that within the total user
_

.population there exist such profound differences in established modes of use of informa-
1

tion of all kinds that if a system failed to adjust to these differences, it would exclude a

major portion of its prospective clientele. This assertion is supported b'y the NEDRES,,

user stubly (MAXIMA: op.dt.) and by a very recent study of the use of information

resources by engineers in industrial and commercial settings (Shuchman, 1981). This

latter study reveals that most access bj, such engineers to technical information in any
* .

form by any mode is mediated in some way. When the information is accessable via a
,- relatively advanced mode such as a computer terminal, the level of mediation approaches

100%. While this finding has its ironies, it suggests strongly that unless mediational
support is, provided,_ NEDRES services 'will not be truly accessible to many of the
engineers and technologists in the private, nonacademic sector of the total potential user

population.

In any case, the overall picture of the hybrid version can be summarized, as was

done before for Options A and B, in Table 2.

What can and should be stressed beyond the specific assertions contained in Table

2, is the aggregate economic advantage that the hybrid arrangement could yield. The

overall picture shows not only a broad distri4ution of the burdens involved in providing

the referral service's but a distribution that comes very close to Matching proportionate

costs to proportionate benefits for all participants. The possibility of achieving

efficiency, adaptive flexibility 'and a high quality of service is provided by the hybrid

arrangement and we recommend that its implementation be pursued.

,

g

,

,.
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FIGURE 3

PARTIAL REPRESENTATION OF HYBRID NET\i/ORK STRUCTURE
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TABLE 2

Summary Features of a Hybrid Arrangement

1.

2.

3.

Functional
Areas

Structure & Governance

Communications

Legal Arrangem5nts

Modes of'
Implementation

4itSystem-wide governance would
be a central function supported
by an advisory panel of local
service outlet representatives:
Each local user group would be
self-governing.

In addition to local face-to-face
communications, each service
outlet would assemble a local
newsletter augmented by mater-
ial provided from the NEDRES
central office.

Two lines of formal obligation
would be implemented: those
between the NEDRES central
office and each local service
outlet, and' those between the
NEDRES central office and prin-

Potential Advantages

Dynamic accommodation to
variation and changes in user/.
holder needs and capabilities.

Local/parochial interests would
be paramount.

Intense users and key holders
would be closely bound with the
broader interests of NEDRES"
central office.

:4. Financial Support

5, User Charges

cipal data holders and those
major users who will conduct
their own file searches and
access negotiations.

Local service outlets would
share the costs and revenues of
the provision of mediating
services but NEDRES Central
would receive all revenues from
the heavier traffic from the
independent users.

Levied by local service outlet on
per-transaction basis for medi-
ated services and by on-line
vendor for nonmediated access.

More flexibility in making ar-
rangements such as in-kind com-
pensation for important holders.

Higher proportional share of
total revenue allocated to
NEDRES central office with no
proportional increase in cost
burden.



Functional
Areas

6. Operating Procedures

7. Promotion & Training

a. Performance measures

9. Benefits of Network
Participation

A

TABLE 2 (coitt.)

Summary Features of a Hybrid Arrangem nt

Modes of
Implementation Potential Advintages-

Local service outlet staff would Minimal prospective failure
serve as intermediaries fpr rates; faster, cheaper service for
infrequent users or users having heavier users.
limited capabilities for both file
search and access negotiation
activities. Large scale users will
have direct online access to the
NEDRES file. All data holders
will need to work with the cen-
tral office staff to define access
arrangements.

Ihdividualized
basis.

on as-needed High level of local sharing of
burden but with outlay focused
on high-need cases.

Yields more complete picture of
all aspects of system. perform-
ance.

Both spontaneous and rigorously
structured modes can be imple-
mented.

Benefits are proportional to
utilization rates.

The greater the need, the bigger
the benefits.



6.0 SUMMARY

Building on the findings of a survey of potential users and a descriptive review of

five existing information networks, the 'present study represents an attempt to charac- "---"--

terize some of the options for a volunta-ry confederation of participants in the operation )' f
of the National Enironmental Data Referral Service (NEDRES) being developed by the t )

Assessment and Infotmation Services Center of NOAA. Concepts from economic t6ory-----

and general mels of information service network configurations were used to help

define and e aluate the major trade-off factors. Some of the general propositions that

emerged from the examination of the five reference systems include the following:

o The National Water Data Exchange (NAWDEX) is a, system that can and should be

emulated by NEDRES under the proviso that NEDRES must serve a pore diversi-

fied 'clientele.

o Prospective participants will commit themselves to the sustenance of such it
networks by the execution of formal agreements.'

o Users desire both equality of treatment and individualized service. A major

challenge to network managers is the reconciliation of these two Objectives

where they diverge.

o Prospective participants will willingly share assets they already own but are very

sensitive to the marginal costs of each transaction.

o Start-up investments such as those associated with prordotion and user training

should be foaused initially on those users who will generate high transaation

rates.

o Clear articulation. of intended configuration is essential for effective communi-
.

cation to prospective participantseven when it is recognized that the concept

will be changed before it is realized as an operational system,
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,

Thee propositions and others were e ed in the comparison of a decentralized

(Option A) and a centralized (Option B) arr gement. It was discerned that each option

had its own unique advantages witk a net effect only slightly favoring the decentralized

approach. However, by re-emphasizing the pattern of an asymmetrical distribution of

needs and capabilities on the part of the potential users, it was possible to show that a

hybrid *arrangement would not only be favorable but could be more cost-effective than

either of the priinary options alone. The hybrid arrangement would permit users with

intermittant needs and limited capabilities to get support from local service outlets

whilAusers with more consistent and intensive needs could be encouraged to mobilize

their capabilities toward a more independent and more economical mode of finding and

accessing.the environmental data stores of,\ value to them. The .hybrid configuration was

recommended as the best means of achieving an enthusiastic involvement by users and

data holders in the long-term sustenance of the NyRES network.i

4

,
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DRAFT

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

Jam THE
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL,SURVEY

MATING TO THE USE OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY'S DATA FACILITIES

OF THE
NATIONAL WATER'DATA EXCHANGE

AIM THE
NATIONAL WATER DATA STORAGE AND'RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

This Agreement with the relates

to the use of the data facilities of the National Water' Data Exchange

(NAWDE3) and the National Water Data Storage and Retrieval System (WATSTORE)

managed by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), Water Resources'

Division (WRD), This Agreement will continue in effect until terminated

by mutual agreement or by either organization providing 60 days written

notice to the other organizatio-.

Definitions:
%

ror the initIsal purposes of this Agreement, the National Water Data ExChange

<NANDEX) dita facilities consiSt of a Water Data Sources Directory and

a Master Water Data IndeX. 'The Water Data Sources Directory is a computerized

data.base whidh identifies organizations that are a source of water data.

The Master Water Data Index is a computerized data base which identifies

individual sites for'whiCh'water data are ,available; the lOcation of

these sites, and .the types.and frequencies of measurement of available

water data. This agreement-also applies to the use of any'additional

NAWDEX data facilities made available in the future.

For the initial purposes of this Agreement, the National Water Data Storage

and Retrieval System (WAISIORE) consists of a Station Header File and

a Daily Values File./ The Station Header File is an automated index of

all sites for whiCh data are stored in WATSTORE. It Contains information

pertinent to the identification, location., and geographic descriptiOn

of each eite. :The Daily Values' File contains water-data parameters measured

Or observdd on eithera daily schedule or on a continuous basis and numerically

reduced to daily values. This Agreement,also appliedo the use of any
additional files and data facilities of WATSTORE-made available in the

futufa.

Both the NAWDEX data facilities an#d the WATSTOtE System are operated

and maintained bythe Geological Survey an its central coMputer facilities

located at thP National Center,in Reston, Virginia. .These computer facilities

are under the management and control of the tomputer Center Division,

USGS. Therefore, neithei NAWBEX nor, WATSTORE have administrative reeponsibilities

related to the operation of the computer faCilities or the scheduling,

of computer related services. Also, future additional accees to the

USGS computer is dependent upon the number of computer terminals .4at

. cin be physically sUpportaLly the computer systems.

9
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ReAponsibilities:

Reated to this Agreementthe Water Retources Division will:
4

- Allow access to the Header and Daily Values Files of'the WATSTORE

system, the Water Data Sources Directory and Master Water Data Index

Tiles of the NAWDEX system, and application software assodiated with

these files. Th.lka will include any additional files and software systems

in NAWDEX -and WATSTORE that may be made available in the,future.

- Pravide documantation necessary to access and use the NAWDEX sad

WATSTORE.files.

- - - Provide user assistance serVices as required in the use of the

NAWDEX and WATSTORE files and software systems.

- - - Serve as'liaison between the
and the Computer Center Division in matters related to NAWDEX.and WATSTORE.

- --a/Provide tra theft:se of NAWDEX and WATSTORE to the extent

possible within btt:f.a!; and manpower capabilities.

Related to,this Agreement, will:

- - Acquireall computer-terminal hardware alikrelated peripheral hardware

necessary for-access to the USGS computer facilities.

- Assume full responsibility for all costs associated with the
use of the NAWDEX and WATSTORE data files and reimfurse

the usGs for all costs incurred:

- - - Not use the USGS computer facilities for any purpose other damn

those related to the use of the NAWDEX and WATSTORE files unless prior

agreement has been arranged with theiFSGS for additional computer usage.

- - - B. identified as a source of water data by °the National Water Data

Exchange (NAWDEZ) and permit all data entered into NAWDEX data files

by the to be disseminated to other

users upon request.
';"

- All data entered-into WATSTOiE by
ivill,,unless password protected, be indexed in the Master Water Data .

Index maintained by NAWDEX and will be disseminated tb other users uton

request:

Designated Repesentatives

The
and'one or more alternate
serve as contacts for ill

yi11 designate a principal
represntativep at each remote job site to
NAWDEX and,WATSTORE matters.

71
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The Water Resources Division designates as its WATSTORE rep resentative:

Mr. C. R3 Showen
, Chief-, Automatic .Data Section-

Watei Resources Division
U. SN Geological Survey
437 Ni5ional Center
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive
Reston, Virginia 22092

9

Telephone: (703) 860.-6871, ,fr

FTS 928-6871

The Nitional Water Data gxchange designates as its representative:

Mr. Melvin D. Edwards .

Program Manager .

National Water Data Exchange
U. S.IGeological Survey
421 National'Center
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive
Reston, Virginia 22092

-

Telephone:. (703) 860-6031
FTS 9284031

.'

Cooperation:

In order to successfully detelop and maintain the concepts of this Agreement,
an open exchange of information'relative to NAWDEX andRATSTORE, their
tunctions and operations, will be established between the

. and the USGS,'WRD.
.

# ,
0

1

Signature; Title Signature, Title.

-Date

-



asXENDBAHDUM OF UND TAMING

AND THE
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

PERTAINiNG TO THE NATIONAL WATER DATA EXCHANGE-
.

The National Water Data Exchange (NAWDEX) is comprised of water-oriented
organizations working together_to*provide convenient access to water
data.- The NAWDEX miision is-to identify sources of water data, to index
data holdingi of water-oriented organizations, and to provide the 34Alkage
between those who.acquire and those who use water data.

This memorandum recognizas as a

particiOating member of the National Water Data,Exchange (NAWDEX).
This memberIhip will continue ineffect until,terminated by mutual agreement'
or by either agency praviding 60 days written notice to the other agency'.

The U. S. Geological Snrvey (USGS), through ita NAWDEX Program Office,
will provide the central management of ?Una, and will serve as a coordinating
facility for all NAWDEX-facilities. .

The NAWDEX Progrm Officewill be responsible for:

- Establishing.resposse and referral mechanisms for handling requests
,for water data in the files_of NAWDEX members.'

- - - Establishing and maintaining a ifasterioWater Data Index of data

holdings of the NAWDEX members and making the index available to all.

- - - Establishing aud maintAining a Water Data Sources Directory and

making this directory,available.to all.

- - - Establishing a nationwideinetwork of NAWDEX AssistanciCenters
that will provide data search assistance to requesters and aid them
In gaining access to water data held by NAWDEX members.

will be responsible for:

- - Taking an active role in the formulation of NAWDEX policies, procedure's,

and standards and implementing themwithin its organiiition to the extent
practicable.

- - Participating in'the development of standard techniques and methodologies
for handling pf water data and using them within its organization'to
the extdnt practicable.
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Providing information on internally held Water datalor inclusion

in e Mastei Water Data Index and, as reqUested, providing, current

information to updtte the Master Water Dati Index to reflect additions;
*7

Changes, and corrections to the.iadex. ,

- - ..! 'Providing data from its internal holdings either ia response to

a referral from the NAWDEX Program Officaor a NAWDMAsaistaace Center,

or in resOtote-teza direct request for water data. .

A.' ''' Designating a representative of its organization to functiOn as

the primary contact for all NAWDEX matters.

1

A
.

...

It is mutually undetatood that membership ia NAWDEX is voluntary and

that all members -will participate on an equalbasit, and consent to

be listed as a source of water data ia the Water Data Sources Directory.

There will be,an open exchange of information among NAWDEX Members and

every effort will be made to provide water data to the user community

in a timely and equitable manner.

A

Signature, Title

Date Date
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NAWDEX Program Guideline No. 81.01

GUIDELINES FOR USER CHARGES cmp; THE

NAT/ONAL WATER DATA EXCHANGE,

INTRODUCTION

Assiitance Centers are operated La 45 States and Puerto Rico.as a part of

the program of the National Water Data Exchange (NAWDEX) for assisting users

of water data La identifying, loCating, and acquiring needed data. La addition,

many NAWDEX member organizations provide water data and related services in

response to public requests and referrals from the Assistance Centers. 'Because

of ;he wide diversity La the types of organizatione (Federal, State, Laterstate,

local governmental, academic, and priitate) providing these data and services,

there are significant differences in the policies and procedures concerning

user dharges. These differences create a need for guidelines to be used by the

membership for applying user charges La a more uniform.and equitable manner

throughout the program.

THE GUIDELINES

The following are general guidelines for the'determidation and application

of user charges within NAWDEX:

- Providing data and information is a proper "service functian",of govern-

ment and research Lastitutions, and water data and related services should be

made available at the lowest cost possible to the.user.

- User charges assessed by NAWDEX members should cover'only those costs
. -

directly Lacurred by responding to the requests for daea.

- As a'general rule, user charges should not include personnel time of

permaneot staff, overbead costs, equipment amortization, or other fixed costs

for servi-ces aftd.products made uniformly availabte to all NAWDEX useis.

- Special attention should be given to assessing charges for government,

nonprofit and icademic usetS as-discussed belaw. under "Suspension of Charges."

- Billing .procedures for data and services should be simple and low-cost

so as not to Lacrease 'user charges.
I '4

These guidelines do not mandate specific procedures for use, rather, they

are presented as objectives to be considered by members La developing illser,

charges.

DETERMINATIOWOF CHARGES.

To a large extent, thefactors%controlling the-determination of charges is

fixed by governmeneai and corporate policy. Federal agencies are required to

adhere to the directives of CircUlar Number A-25 as issued by the 'Office df '
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privilege) provides special benefits to an identifiable recipient above and

beyond those Which atcrue to the-public at large, a charge should be imposed to

recover the full coit to the Federal Government of rendering that service." It

further.defines that "a special benefit.will be considered to acCrue that a

charge should- be imposed When a Government-rendered service:---is' performed at

the request of the recipient, and is above aad beyond the services regdlarly

received by otherftembers of the same industry or group, or of the generai

public." All Federal members ofsNAWDEX should carefdlly review their proce-

ddres for determining and assessing charges to assure that they comply with

dircular All other members should'also review their organizational

policies related to these matters to assure legal.compliance. Also, all govern-

mental members should verify that proper,enabling authorit4es exist for the

collection of funds for services rendered to.the public:

'The items discussed below are considered to be-the types of valid charges

which may be used La deteraining costs associated with a request of response

transaction:

Personnel: In general, charges should be considered'only for personnel

directly involved in responding to a specific requefrt-tv data Or serviceb.

Personnel charges should not be considered for products and services made

uniformly available to, all NAWDEX use'rs. Personnel charges may include direct

salaries and the cost: of emproyee benefitd proportionate to ,the time spent

responding to a request.

Material Provided: Charges may be considered for the actual cost of materials

which must be provided La response to a request. Examples of such materials

would be magnetic tapes, aotebook binders, special containers, punch cards',

and other items which must be purchased by the responding organization'in order

to satisfy a request.

uplication Costs: The cost of duplication of printed material may be com-

puted at the actual cost of duplication per page or other unit. This includes

the cost of photocopy, offset printing, and reproduction from microfilm or

microfiche. The duplication of data in machine-readable form may be'

covered as computer costs, which are discussed later, unless the duplication iS

performed on peripheral hardware that is not included in aa organization's

standard computer charges and reimbursements muse be made for its use. This

includes punch7card duplicators, offline plotters, and printers.

Compdter Related Costs: ChargeS may be considered for all computer costs

associated with the retrieval, processing, and analysis of data or information

associated with a request. This includes costs associated with use of the

central p-ocessing unit, input/output transactions, core (memory) charges,

connect time, sand the use of peripheral equipment such as plotters, card

punches, and microform.equipment. If computer coits.are computed on a variable

scale,based upon the priority of use of the computer, the requestor should be

made aware of this in order to assure that Ole required product or service is

provided at the minimum cost.
,

Telecommunication Chargds: Charges may he considered for.telecommunication

costs directly associated with responding to a request. This includds line
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(telephone) charges resulting fram the remote use af computers and the

. teansmis4ion pf data.by.facsimile o'r other types of transmission equipment.

-

Cost Incurred from Other "sources:, Charges may be applied for cost's assessed

to the responding organization by other sources in the'Course of responding to

a request. ,This includes computer costs dharged by other sources, service fees'

paid to another organization, the cost of.publications acquired framother,

sources, and any other action that results in a direct assessMent to the .

responding organization.

Mailing Costs: Mailing costs other than normal postage may be considered.

This includes air freight, special-handling fees, and courier services.

The'determination .of user charges can be a difficult, complex process.

However, each organization should take care to assure that the determination,

of charies is done in a manner that offers minimum cost and fairness to all

cequestors regardless of the size.or Complexity of a request.,

No effort his been made to establish prices in these guidelines. Because

of the wide variability of cost between organizatians, the establishment of

charges must remain the responsibility of each responding organization. Each

organization should, however, make its fee schedules freely known and available

and should he prepared at all times to provide realistic estimates of the costs

of its generated products and services.

SUSPENSION OF CHARGES

There are several situations where the suspension of user charges may he

considered by a responding organization. Some of these, as outlined by. the

Office of Management and Budget, Circular A-25, include:

- The cost of recovery of charges is greater that the amou4/o be

assessed. For example, many o'rganizations establish an amount, such as $15,

below which it has been determined that the.administrative costs of processing

a bill of collectian and the processing of receipts is greater than the

receipts received.

.- The furnishing of the service without charge is an appropriate courtesy

to a foreign country or international organization.

- Th4 recipienl is engaged La a nonprofit activity designed for the public

safety, health dr welfare.
.

- Payment of the full fee by a State, local government, or nonprofit

group would not he in the interest of the (providing) program.

Others, not defined by Circular A-25, include: ,

- Reciprocal arrangements exist-between organizations for the mutual

exchange of data,ivInformation, or a.ervices.
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.
.

Provislon of the product or service is determined to be of direct

benefit 'to.the providing organization.

Formal.agreements exist between the two parties which prohibit the

assessment of fees.

coNapsioN

The assessment of user charges is a process that is often mandated by

controlling laws, rules, and regulations. User,charges should, therefore,

be developed with close atiention to all such requirements. As pieviously

stated, NAWDEX has no authority to mandate policy or procedure relating to

user charges, nor doei it have the authority to,neipte or supercede any

existing law or regulation. The guidelines presenred in thEs paper can,

howevet, be used for the application of user charges vithin NAWDEX in a

consistent mad equitable manner.
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